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  SENATOR BOB SMITH (Chair):  So, I think the opening 

comment has to be if there is any doubt that this is the most interesting 

Committee in the Legislature, today proves, once again, it is the most 

interesting Committee in the Legislature. 

  Let me call the Committee to order, and let’s take a roll call, 

please.  

  MR. HANSEN:  Chairman Smith. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  I am present. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Zwicker is subbing in for Senator 

Greenstein. 

  Senator Codey, we’re still waiting on.  Senator Durr. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Here. 

  MR. HANSEN:  And, Senator Stanfield. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Here. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  OK. 

  MR. HANSEN:  You have a quorum. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So, by way of announcements for today’s 

meeting, Senator Madden asked that his bill, S2145, be held for today.  He 

indicates that he has further discussions that he wants to have with the 

American Beverage Association, so S2145 is off today’s agenda. 

  And, the really, really, really big bill, S2978, is also being held.  

And, the story there is that we received an awful lot of comments from some 

very smart people, and I think it needs some adjustments.  So, we’re also 

going to hold S2978.  The plan, however, is to have it at the next November 

meeting, all right. 
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  And, other than that, I think the rest is a go.  My plan is to save 

the best for last.  The next most interesting bill on this agenda is S3114, 

which is the fix -- the temporary fix for the delivery glitch that’s in the single-

use plastic bag ban bill.  We’re going to do that last. 

  We start the meeting today with two speakers.  And, the two 

speakers are Brian Schilling and Margaret Brennan from the Rutgers 

Cooperative Extension Service.  We’re going to talk about agriculture and 

climate change -- which, you’ll remember, every Committee meeting of this 

Committee in this session, we’ve always started with a speaker -- or speakers 

-- on global climate change, and I think we’d like to hear more about how 

agriculture and climate change interact. 

  So, however the two of you have decided to speak, please do so. 

B R I A N   S C H I L L I N G, Ph.D.:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and 

Committee members. 

  My name is Brian Schilling, I am the Director of Rutgers 

Cooperative Extension.  My colleague to the left of me is Margaret Brennan-

Tonetta, who is the Director of Resource and Economic Development at the 

New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station. 

  Just by brief introduction, the Experiment Station is a unit of 

Rutgers University that is statewide in nature, research, extension, and 

educational outreach.  We’ll introduce a little bit more about our programs 

of interest to the Committee in a moment, but just for context, this is actually 

a part of Rutgers that is mostly off campus.  We are across the state.  We 

have county extension offices where we do educational programming in 

communities in all 21 counties.  We have upwards of 1,200 acres of research 

farms, which are relevant to the discussion today, sir, as well as marine and 
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coastal stations which are very much part of the climate discussion within the 

state.  And we distributed some resource material for the Committee so we 

don’t have to go into length here. 

  One of the things that I’d like to clarify for all in attendance, 

including members of the Committee, is our name is Agricultural Experiment 

Station -- this is a name that goes back to the 1880s.  So, this is really a center 

part of what makes a land grant system across the country a land grant 

system.  But, we do more than commercial agriculture.  While that’s a 

mainstay of what we do, we work closely with the fisheries and the 

aquaculture sectors, horticulturalists.  We actually run one of the largest 

youth-development programs in the entire country, 4-H Youth Development, 

and also do work in food insecurity and nutritional education and health and 

wellness.   

  What we’re here to talk about today, obviously, is climate and 

agriculture, which brings two of our primary program areas into alignment.  

So, what Peggy will speak about today is a little bit about how we approach 

investing in this area, and then we’ll give the Committee just a very broad 

overview of a few examples of the programs and issues that we’re contending 

with, and, if time allows, sir, take any questions that you may have. 

M A R G A R E T   B R E N N A N - T O N E T T A, Ph.D.:  Good 

morning, everyone.  Thanks for the opportunity to be able to speak today 

about the Experiment Station and Cooperative Extension. 

  Recently, the State has made some investments in the 

Agricultural Experiment Station, and we developed a strategic initiative to 

improve the experiment station, farms, field stations, marine stations, 

business incubators, and our programs throughout the state.  We’re doing 
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these investments that we could build greater programmatic capacity at these 

locations, and really make them a model for activities of importance to the 

State in terms of climate, environmental management -- things like soil 

health, water management, erosion control.  We want these to all be model 

programs at our farms and marine stations where industry could come, look 

at what we’re doing, and adopt those practices themselves. 

  We have three programmatic areas as part of Vision 2025.  

Climate resilience and adaptation; community health and wellness; and the 

future of agriculture; and all three of these focused areas are interconnected 

as they all relate to--  One is really dependent on the other.  So, we work to 

really integrate these programs to really have maximum impact in terms of 

what we’re trying to accomplish. 

  Just some examples of programs that we have:  We have the 

Rutgers Eco Complex, which is near Columbus.  We have its Clean Energy 

Innovation Center.  As a business incubator dedicated to education, outreach, 

and bringing business developments, this is all about starting new companies, 

helping existing companies to grow their business and to also create jobs.  We 

focus on workforce- and business-development programs for 

underrepresented populations through the recent Wind Ignite Program that 

was just launched.  And, also, a big focus on food-waste recycling, renewables, 

offshore-wind business development, and alternative fuels. 

  Then we have our Haskin Shellfish Laboratory, which is down 

south, near Cape May.  And, at that location, we conduct shellfish research 

and also research on fisheries and aquaculture, with a big emphasis on 

ecosystem restoration and economic development; and we do a lot of oyster 

breeding there, which is essential to the health of the Delaware Bay.  And, we 
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also have our Aquaculture Innovation Center, where we nurture new 

aquaculture businesses. 

  And, in terms of renewable energy, we have two major programs, 

one being offshore wind.  We have a tremendous amount of expertise at the 

experiment station down at Rutgers in terms of environmental resource 

assessment and stewardship.  In fact, Rutgers is doing fisheries monitoring 

and assessment for the offshore wind turbine installations, materials, 

engineering, energy economics and policy.  And, cross-cutting all of those 

topics is stakeholder engagement, education, and workforce development, 

which received, to date, about $23 million in Federal State industry funding 

to support their research work. 

  In addition, we have recently launched, the last year and a half, 

the agrivoltaics Program, and we’re planning construction of three 

agrivoltaics systems on our research farms.  Each one is uniquely different in 

terms of being able to evaluate whether it’s a vertical or horizontal type of 

solar system.  We have mockup installations installed for preliminary data 

collection, and, also, going through the challenges -- understanding better the 

challenges of actually installing a system like this on farms, and for those of 

you who may not be aware, agrivoltaics is being able to have solar 

installations on farmland with the panels that were installed about 16 feet 

high, so that farm equipment and farm-management practices can be 

conducted underneath them, so that we’re not removing the agricultural use 

of the land but, actually, it’s compatible use with the agricultural reduction 

taking place. 

  And, Brian will take over now to talk about some of the 

Cooperative Extension Programming related to environmental issues. 
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  DR. SCHILLING:  Moving more directly to what we’re doing in 

agricultural, agrivoltaics is a very good example. 

  One of the things that we’ll close with momentarily is the state 

of the agricultural industry.  The last several years have been challenging, to 

say the least.  I’ve been working in this industry for about 30 years, and others 

that have worked longer than me will attest that this is probably the worst 

year that any of us have seen for agriculture. And, we’ll get into that 

momentarily.  But, the reason agrivoltaics, what Peggy just spoke about, is so 

important is we’re trying to find ways to balance public interests in the state. 

  We have a 70-year history of protecting and developing the 

agricultural industry.  We have ambitious farmland preservation and energy, 

renewable energy goals.  So, what we’re trying to do is help create both 

technically, economically, and from policy environment the ability to do 

these things in balance. 

  One of the things that I’ll tell you we’re very pleased about is the 

extension mission is to bring education out to communities and make 

people’s lives better in all the areas that I had mentioned.  But, part of what 

we do, or how we do this, is by training and empowering people to do things 

in their own communities or to better their own or family well-being.  The 

Environmental Stewards Program is actually a program that’s going on about 

16 years now.  We’ve had about 1,100 people come through this program to 

learn everything about everything from how to make better environmental 

improvements in their community through waste reduction; water 

management; even renewable-energy habitat restoration; and so forth.  It’s a 

training program where we bring science to people and empower them to 
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make environmentally conscious and favorable decisions in their own 

communities. 

  So, just as a case in point, we just graduated, if you will, about 

120 people from last year.  These people are serving on environmental 

committees; they’re serving on local planning and zoning boards; they’re 

bringing an informed eye to environmental issues in their community. 

  One of the things that I think will interest the Committee -- in 

light of some of the challenges that we’ve seen in recent years, and we 

anticipate seeing more in the future -- is water-resource management.  This is 

actually proving to be a substantial issue in agriculture as we’re starting to see 

saltwater infiltration in certain southern parts of the state.  This year, we have 

drought conditions that are affecting about 97% of the population across the 

state.  We’re seeing losses that are probably going to be relatively historic in 

terms of drought-induced losses.  The worst recent memory I had is 1999 

where we knew of at least $80 million worth of crop losses.  We don’t have 

the tally for this year, but I suspect it’s going to be something that rivals some 

of the more historic drought losses in the state. 

  On the other end, we’ve had chronic flooding in many areas, 

including in agricultural lands that inundate or over-wash areas; bring 

pollutants on; bring saltwater on; or just make land inaccessible.  So, we have 

a water-resources program, led by somebody who is an engineer by training, 

that actually brings green technology, green infrastructure projects, out to the 

communities.  What does that look like?  It could be something as modest as 

this project in Hillsborough where you have a rain garden that allows water 

to collect and infiltrate more slowly, rather than flooding.  It could be water-

capture systems for urban gardening. 
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  One of the metrics that we report here is that our engineer, Chris 

Obropta, who leads this program, has worked with 200-plus communities 

across the state and installed, as you can see here, more than 500 green 

infrastructure projects across the state.  I’m not going to sit here before you 

and say that any one of them solves the problem, but the collective impact of 

500 projects and the people that we trained to do these types of things in 

their communities is starting to become quite substantial.  The beauty of 

some of these programs is that we’re engaging young people in these projects, 

of what they can learn, and become equipped to do this in the future.  But, 

also, they’re very scalable.  We are starting to install these projects 

increasingly on agricultural lands, (indiscernible) soil and water runoff to 

adjacent properties or to degrade the quality of the resources on the farms. 

  Let me close with a direct few comments on farm liability.  As I 

said, this year is probably one of the most challenging ones on record.  We 

know of a number of large--  Among the largest-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  If I can stop you for one second-- 

  DR. SCHILLING:  Yes, sir. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Our recording people are telling us they’d 

like the microphone a little closer to you-- 

  DR. SCHILLING:  Happy to do so, is that better? 

  SENATOR SMITH:  --So, that you can be heard a little more 

clearly, OK. 

  I’m sorry to interrupt. 

  DR. SCHILLING:  No, please, my apologies. 

  I was saying that this is definitely a very challenging year.  We’re 

seeing some of our larger farmers contemplating getting out of the industry.  
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And, it’s a combination of things -- low prices determined by the market, but 

also remarkable inflation and costs, weather, labor issues, supply-chain issues.  

I’ll give you a point of context.  We have about 10,000 farms in this state -- 

only 400 of them produce over 80% of the (indiscernible).  There are some 

of them going out of business; some have already.  I’m looking at members 

of the Committee and thinking of your respective districts down south, on 

the left.  You know the situation in your areas.  And, it is becoming pretty 

dire. 

  So, we’re looking at the commercial heart of this industry as 

being threatened.  We also have this paradox where we have crops being 

plowed under in South Jersey and we have food insecurity in our 

communities.  And, we’re seeing some of these challenges exacerbated by 

climate issues that I said -- drought, water, new invasive species coming in, 

disease, and what have you.  So, some of the three largest sort of agricultural 

leader interests in the state have historically been the Experiment Station, 

the New Jersey Farm Bureau, and the Department of Agriculture.  We’re 

working together as we speak to try to come up with solutions in the near 

term to help support this industry at a time where many of them may be 

going out of business. 

  So, in terms of farm liability, we see climate adaptation and 

resilience as part of the equation.  It advances a number of public interests 

simultaneously.  If we are concerned about soil health for agricultural 

productivity purposes, which we are, at the same time, we’re looking at 

improving resource-conservation issues on the farm whether it be soil and 

water. 
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  I am telling you that in my 30-year career, I never thought I 

would be sitting before a Senate Committee talking about artificial 

intelligence, but I am.  We’re looking at machine learning, artificial 

intelligence, autonomous vehicles, drones, censors, to help us manage farms 

more efficiently and the resources on them.  We’re looking at risk 

management very differently.  We will see in our future a conflict between, 

likely, a growth in indoor cultivation and people’s expectations about how we 

manage the land. 

  We’re looking at crop-breeding programs--  Senator, we invited 

you and encouraged you to come visit a cranberry harvest; we invite all of 

you to do so.  We’re at the southern region of where cranberries are produced 

in the United States.  We may see immediate near-term threats to our ability 

to have a viable cranberry industry because of heat at wrong times of the year.  

So, we’re working on breeding programs that allow disease resistance, heat 

resistance, so we can continue this industry.  And, you can read for yourself 

others. 

  So, I think the short answer to, “What are we doing in climate 

and agriculture?” is a lot of different things.  They’re here on the screen; I 

don’t want to take more of the Committee’s time.  But, we also want to be 

very clear that we are a resource to this Committee, and, individually, district 

members across the state.  We are outward facing, we have county offices 

across the state, we’re highly engaged with the industry, we’re highly engaged 

with county commissioners and legislators in their districts. 

  So, Mr. Chairman, we’d like to stop speaking there and invite 

questions that you or your colleagues may have. 
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  SENATOR SMITH:  Well, we appreciate your presentation.  I 

was especially noting the work of the extension on the dual-use solar.  We -- 

this Committee -- did that bill in the last term, and we also supported an 

appropriation in the State budget for the research that the agricultural station 

across the state is doing, because we want to know what are the best practices 

in North Jersey, South Jersey, Central Jersey. 

  Point being that solar and farming can work hand in hand, and 

anything that increases the income of farmers is terrific.  Because we want to 

remain the Garden State.  So, the sooner you get us that research, the happier 

we’re going to be, and the sooner you get it out to farmers to show how they 

can increase their income, that would be a great thing.  It has a tremendous 

impact on land use, too.  You may have seen some of the articles in the Star-

Ledger.  There’s a concern about how we’re over-warehousing New Jersey.  

Well, one of the reasons that happens is that farmers are getting prices for 

their land that are through the roof.  We need to find a way to keep them in 

business so that the farming continues, and we get less development out in 

the hinterlands. 

  I would particularly appreciate, at some point, maybe even tell 

us what you’re going to do on methane, all right.  One of our biggest problems 

with agriculture is the production of methane, specifically from the beef side 

-- less so from the pork side, because of their digestive systems -- but if the 

Agricultural Extension Station could take a look at that, it would be a big 

help to finding out that more and more, methane may be a much bigger -- 

really much bigger -- impact on global climate change than carbon dioxide. 

  So, that’s my particular comments.  Please keep up the good 

work. 
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  Any questions from members of the Committee? 

  Senator Stanfield. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Good morning. 

  I just want to say what a wonderful resource you are in 

Burlington County, and I’ve been speaking to many farmers -- I know we still 

have concerns about losing some of those farmers, and I know you’ve been a 

great resource. 

  Can you tell us a little bit about where your funding comes from? 

  DR. SCHILLING:  Absolutely, Senator. 

  So, the Experiment Station actually is funded through the 

Federal Government by what we call capacity funding that comes in annually 

to support the research side of the house, as well as extension.  These are 

dedicated funds that are through Federal statute in place literally for more 

than 100 years.  We also have a State line item that funds a lot of our salary 

obligations within the Experiment Station.  We also have a funding partner  

-- funding partners -- in every county.  We have annual salary agreements to 

support cooperative extension in all 21 counties.  We also leverage those--  

And Rutgers University proper provides discretionary funding as well to 

support the Experiment Station. 

  The majority of our budget is competitive grants and contracts, 

that we leverage those capacity funds to go competitively earn.  So, a lot of 

that comes from the Federal Government.  We also have a number of State 

contracts -- for example, from the Department of Agriculture, DEP, Health, 

etc.  We also have small amount -- relatively speaking, smaller amounts -- of 

royalty income that come from our breeding programs.  And, people like us, 
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so, we’re blessed to have some philanthropy that comes in as well to support 

endowments in certain areas. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Fantastic, thank you, and keep up the 

good work. 

  DR. SCHILLING:  You’re welcome; thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Are there any other questions for our 

Rutgers Extension people?  (no response) 

  OK.  Thank you very much. 

  Our first bill is S3110.  That’s Governor Codey and myself as co-

primes, and this is disclosure in real estate transactions. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  How much disclosure do you got?  

(laughter) 

  SENATOR SMITH:  What’s that? 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  How much disclosure do you have? 

  UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Hey, disclosure is good. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  That went over his head, leave him 

alone. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  It did.  Some things are a little too subtle 

for me. 

  OK.  So, I’m looking at the slips, and it is all in favor except the 

Press Association. 

  What this is about is, in real estate transactions, the New Jersey 

Future and the New Jersey Realtors Association have worked together to 

come up with a compromise on what kind of disclosure there should be in 

real estate transactions in New Jersey.  And, this is specifically with regard to 

flooding.  The buyer should know what he or she is buying, the seller should 
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disclose what he or she knows about the flooding characteristics of the 

property, and there also should be a resource, an independent governmental 

resource, that would tell them what are the flooding characteristics of the 

property. 

  So, I have--  All these slips are in favor with an exception of one, 

and I think we can take care of it.  For the record, Zoe Baldwin, Regional 

Plan Association -- in favor, no need to testify.  And, everybody else wants to 

testify.  So, on the theory of let’s not snatch defeat from the jaws of victory, 

I am going to ask you if you still want to testify. 

  There is one where there is a (indiscernible) seeking 

amendments, and that is Nicholas J. Kikis, New Jersey Apartment 

Association -- actually, opposed, I misread that.  Seeking amendments. 

  Mr. Kikis, where are you? 

N I C H O L A S   J.   K I K I S:  Mr. Chairman, thank you for the 

opportunity to testify. 

  Again, for the record, Nicholas Kikis with the New Jersey 

Apartment Association. 

  As you said, we are opposed to the bill as currently introduced, 

and seeking amendments.  We certainly understand and appreciate the 

importance of providing disclosure on the rental side.  It’s actually updating 

a disclosure that’s currently required to be provided. 

  We do have a few concerns with the proposed language.  One is 

that some of the triggers for when disclosure is required is ambiguous.  If 

there’s a significant risk of flooding or if it’s in a FEMA-designated flood 

plain, I think some of these terms warrant greater definition if it was in a 100-
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year or 500-year flood plain, I think that could be something to trigger.  

Additionally, it requires reporting the entire history-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  By the way, that is already in there; that 

request is already in the bill. 

  Put on your microphone, all right. 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  I was just saying, with respect to the 100- 

and 500-year flood plain that that was part of the disclosure.  Are you saying 

that would trigger disclosure? 

  MR. KIKIS:  So, the way I’m understanding it is there’s a few 

different triggered -- different, you know, categories that you would check.  

So, one is, are you in a 100-year flood plain, are you in a 500-year flood plain, 

but also are you just in a flood plain?  And every parcel of land is, essentially, 

in a flood zone that has some risk of flooding.  The question is how significant 

is that risk? 

  So, if it was kind of the moderate and severe risk, that that’s a 

fairly defined term, it’s fairly knowable.  Our concern is just, is there a 

substantial risk of flooding or things of that nature.  Additionally, on the sale 

side, it’s very clear that it’s the seller’s actual knowledge.  On the rental side, 

it’s just a required disclosure.  So, for example, if I were to rent out my house, 

I purchased it in 2016; I haven’t had any flooding history; I haven’t had any 

water issues in the property; nothing was unearthed in my purchase of the 

property; but, I don’t know how it performed during Hurricane Sandy, how 

it performed in Hurricane Irene, etc.   

  So, we would ask that disclosure be that which the landlord has 

actual knowledge of, as it exists also for the for-sale side. 
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  SENATOR SMITH:  All right, so stop on that one, because that 

-- I think you emailed these comments into us, and this one we were kind of 

trying to understand which was the better way, which was the more disclosed 

-- provided the most disclosure to the buyer.  And, I don’t know where we 

ended up on that. 

  What are two choices here?  Microphone, so people can hear 

what you’re saying. 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  Right, so, we got your correspondence asking 

for the best of your knowledge, right?  So, currently in the bill it does not say, 

“to the best of your knowledge,” so, it does go back historically.  We 

circulated his comments, but, we’re still waiting for a response, so, we just 

discussed. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  And, who did we circulate it to? 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  NJ Future and the builders. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  OK, so, the two -- the two primary groups 

who we’ve asked to work together, who might have adverse interest, was New 

Jersey Future and the Realtors.  Your suggestion on that point came in 

relatively late.  So, what we’ve done is to send it to both New Jersey Future 

and the Realtors to get a reaction from them. 

  So, I don’t think today we’re ready to do that.  We want to hear 

from-- 

  MR. KIKIS:  Understood. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  --the movers and shakers on this bill. 

  MR. KIKIS:  And, I appreciate-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  And, by the way, we have like, 300 

opportunities to amend a bill if we want to, all right, so we’re going to get 
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their reaction back.  But, we did test that out, to see whether it’s a better idea 

or not. 

  MR. KIKAS: Absolutely, and I appreciate the opportunity to 

testify here. 

  And, the remaining issue is kind of the timing of when the 

disclosure is given.  Right now, it says it has to be part of the application 

process.  Typically it’s prior to the time of lease signing, and we understand 

kind of wanting to make that notice stand out, and I think it could be 

accomplished by being a separate rider or a separate document to sign and 

acknowledge by all parties.  Our concern is that small landlords don’t have, 

oftentimes, the same, like, robust application process to put that disclosure 

there, it’s part of an application process. 

  Additionally, it’s important to have documentation.  I know, for 

example, one time when I rented an apartment, I did the application entirely 

by phone, no signatures or things like that.  So, I think broadening it to be 

disclosure kind of prior to the lease signing accomplishes the goal and we can 

work with you to try to make sure that it stands out and tenants receive that 

notice as required. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So, we’ll consider that as well.  That was 

also circulated, but I don’t think it’s anything that needs to hold us up today.  

We do appreciate your comments-- 

  MR. KIKAS:  Thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  --and, we will look into them. 

  And, in light that we have a little opposition, maybe we should 

get a little positive on the record.  Mr. O’Malley, Environment New Jersey-- 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  Hold on, hold on. 
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  SENATOR SMITH:  I’m sorry, Gov. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  Sir. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Come on back. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  I feel bad for you.  During the pandemic, 

having to represent landlords.  And, then you had people who were tenants 

who were making more money than landlords refusing to pay their rent 

because they thought they could get away with it. 

  Just an offside comment. 

  MR. KIKAS:  It’s been a challenging time period, sir. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  That would be an understatement. 

  MR. KIKAS:  Thank you, Governor. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  I’m glad I don’t have that kind of 

problem. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  All right. 

  So, Mr. O’Malley, short and to the point. 

D O U G   O ’ M A L L E Y:  I appreciate that offer, Chairman.  I will follow 

on that. 

  For the record, Doug O’Malley, Director of Environment New 

Jersey. 

  I think the best way to think of this legislation, Chairman, in 

many ways, to think of the Latin phrase caveat emptor, or “buyer beware.”  

And, right now, we actually have an environmental precedent for exactly this 

type of legislation, specifically the legislation passed more than 20 years ago 

to monitor our well water, to make sure that if you buy a house, that you’re 

not buying a house that has polluted well water.  This, in many ways, is the 

more modern climate version of that legislation -- to ensure that when you 
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buy a house, you are not literally buying it in a flood plain that is going to 

flood now or will flood in the future. 

  And, oftentimes, people will say, “after it floods,” and we’ve 

heard this so many times a year ago after Hurricane Ida, “It’s never flooded 

here before.”  The reality is, the experience, whether it’s a decade, three 

decades, or five decades -- not to say it doesn’t matter, but it doesn’t hold up 

anymore.  We need real data to influence and inform where we’re building, 

and, in this case, where we’re buying homes across the state. 

  Thank you. 

   SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you, and that was short and to the 

point.  You are to be congratulated. 

  Rebecca Hilbert, New Jersey League of Conservation Voters.  

Short and to the point. 

R E B E C C A   H I L B E R T:  Good morning. 

  My name is Rebecca Hilbert, Senior Policy Manager from New 

Jersey LCV. 

  And, we just want to say that we support this bill.  I also speak 

as State Lead on behalf of the Coalition for the Delaware River Watershed, 

and this is a bill that is a priority of ours.  We unite 180 groups for the four 

basin states, and we’re working on flooding strategies throughout all four. 

  We just also would like to thank New Jersey Future for their 

work on this bill, and we are grateful that the bill considers renters as well, as 

most of the time they’re not quite as considered as often as homeowners on 

this type of legislation.  And, as we hear from experts and the public upstairs 

in the Assembly on the anniversary of Sandy, and how we can be more 
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resilient and prepared as a state, we think this bill ties in really nicely with 

how we can be better prepared as homeowners and renters as well. 

  Thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you very much. 

  Kimberley Irby, New Jersey Future. 

  Kimberley.  While you’re walking up, your last job on this is to 

consider the comments of the Apartment Association sometime in the next 

two weeks, all right. 

  Kimberley. 

K I M B E R L E Y   I R B Y:  Good morning. 

  Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to speak today.  My 

name is Kimberley Irby, I am a Policy Manager at New Jersey Future, working 

on our climate and transportation priorities.  So, on behalf of our 

organization, thank you for introducing S3110. 

  And, I would just like to highlight there was a recent national 

news piece about flood disclosure that reported the risk that home buyers 

face in states that lack transparency about disclosure laws.  And, that story 

featured a woman in southeast Georgia who bought a house that has frequent 

damaging flooding without knowing about it.  And, she described how she 

has constant anxiety dreading the next rainfall, and that she feels trapped in 

a 30-year mortgage. 

  Currently, New Jersey is one of 21 states without strong flood-

disclosure requirements and yet they are one of the few states, which, as you 

know, has both coastal and inland flooding and significant climate threats.  

So, given that many New Jerseyans will be impacted by these threats and 

deserve to know the extent to which they may be affected before choosing 
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where to live, and it makes sense to pass this bill and do this now by calling 

for more detailed disclosure forms for both buyers and renters, as well as a 

statement about increasing flood risk that directs them to a resource with 

more information.  This will ultimately provide New Jerseyans the 

transparency they need to make informed decisions, and ultimately reduce 

burdensome costs for both tenants and homeowners. 

  So, again, just supporting the bill, and thank you for the 

opportunity to testify. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you for your comments. 

  Douglas Tomson, New Jersey Realtors -- in favor. 

D O U G L A S   T O M S O N:  Thank you, Chairman, Doug Tomson, 

Vice President of Governmental Affairs for New Jersey Realtors. 

  We just wanted to thank you for your sponsorship of this 

legislation, and we look forward to working with you on any future 

amendments. 

  Thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you for your comments. 

  So, NRDC, Eric Miller.  Are you here?  In favor.  He may have 

left.  And then, Tina Weishaus, Divest New Jersey -- in favor. 

  MS. WEISHAUS:  I don’t need to speak. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  OK, and not necessary to speak. 

  So, Committee, we have (indiscernible) Coalition, the Realtors   

-- I’m sorry, the Apartment Association, has a couple of suggestions that we’re 

going to ask New Jersey Future and the Realtors to take a look at it.  And, of 

course, ultimately the decision will be what provides the most disclosure. 

  So, are there any questions on the bill?  (no response) 
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  Motion to release by Governor Codey, second by Senator 

Stanfield.  Let’s take a roll call vote on S3110. 

  MR. HANSEN:  There are technical amendments, did you want 

them-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Oh, there are technical amendments.  

Please, mention that. 

  MR. HANSEN:  OK, the Committee amendments would clarify 

that the DCA is required to adopt rules and regulations to implement the 

bill’s provision within 90 days after its enactment to clarify that the bill’s 

notification requirements for landlords and sellers of real property would go 

into effect 90 days after the DCA adopts rules and regulations, and make 

technical corrections. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So that’s the--  Over in the (indiscernible) 

will agree to those amendments.  Can you take a roll call vote on the bill as 

amended? 

  MR. HANSEN:  On the motion to release Senate Bill Number 

3110 with Committee amendments. 

  Senator Stanfield. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Durr. (no response) 

  He left a yes vote. 

  Governor Codey. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Zwicker left a yes vote. 

  And, Chairman Smith. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes. 
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  And the bill is released unanimously. 

  Our next bill is S2196.  Senator Scutari and Assemblymen 

Kennedy, Mukherji, and Stanley.  It increases penalties for certain violations 

concerning asbestos hazard abatement. 

  Ed Potosnak, New Jersey League of Conservation Voters -- in 

favor, no need to testify.  Alex Ambrose, New Jersey Policy Perspective -- in 

favor, no need to testify.  Tina Weishaus, Divest New Jersey -- in favor, no 

need to testify. 

  So, we have the all everybody support.  Are there any questions 

from senators on the bill?  (no response) 

  All right, if not, can I have a motion to release?  Senator 

Stanfield, seconded by Governor Codey.  And, let’s take a roll call vote on 

S2196. 

  MR. HANSEN:  OK, on a motion to release Senate Bill Number 

2196 and Assembly Bill Number 1438. 

  Senator Stanfield. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Durr. 

  SENATOR DURR:  No. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Governor Codey. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Zwicker left a yes vote. 

  And, Chairman Smith. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes. 

  And, the bill is released. 
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  Our next bill is S2576 by Senator Cryan and Senator Oroho.  

Establishes certain requirements for the award of contracts to service-disabled 

veterans for certain projects funded by the New Jersey Infrastructure Bank. 

  And, we have one signed-up witness, Ryan Sharpe from the 

Utility and Transportation Contractors of New Jersey -- in favor, no need to 

testify. 

  And, what, in effect, this does is to make sure veterans get a piece 

of the pie.  In a nutshell. 

  Any comments from senators?  (no response) 

  All right, if not, a motion to release by Senator Durr, second by 

Governor Codey. 

  Let’s take a roll call vote on S2576. 

  MR. HANSEN:  On the motion to release Senate Bill Number 

2576. 

  Senator Stanfield. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Durr. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Governor Codey. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Zwicker left a yes vote. 

  And, Chairman Smith. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes. 

  And the bill is released. 

  Next bill is S2973, which requires utilities to submit and 

implement an integrated distribution plan. 
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  So, on this bill -- and, by the way, the reason you want an 

integrated distribution system is it makes for a stronger grid. 

  Doug O’Malley, Environment New Jersey -- in favor, no need to 

testify.  Tina Weishaus, Divest New Jersey -- in favor, no need to testify.  Eric 

Miller, Natural Resource Defense Council -- in favor, no need to testify.  And, 

Christina Farrell, New Jersey Utilities Association -- she says no need to 

testify, but she has concerns and submitted written comments.  Are you here, 

Christina Farrell?  (no response) 

  OK.  So, has anybody seen the written comments? 

  MR. HANSEN:  I don’t remember seeing them. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Do you remember seeing the written 

comments? 

  All right, well let’s make sure the members have-- 

  MR. HANSEN:  Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah, she gave us hard copies. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Let’s take a minute to take a peek. 

  And, by the way, if you care about something you should be here 

testifying, FYI. 

  All right, well, this is in the category of why didn’t you wait until 

after the hearing was over, to give us -- this is dated October 6, so shame on 

you -- who is the person?  Christina Farrell.  It’s not the way to play the game.  

If you have a real concern, you really want to get it to us at least a couple of 

days before so we can consider it. 

  And, that being said, we’ll still consider it, but we can’t consider 

it today.  We’ll take a look at this and between here and the Senate floor or 

here and the Appropriations Committee we’ll take a look at it.  But, please, 

don’t send it to us on the day of the hearing.  It’s a little bit--  And, a little 
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different if you’re going to be here, and you’re going to talk to us about it, 

but a little bit of not the way to play the game. 

  We have all these people in favor, and Christina Farrell, she has 

concerns, but didn’t take the time to get them to us in time. 

  Anybody have any hesitation on releasing the bill?   

  SENATOR DURR:  Just a little concerned, I would like to hear 

some of these comments-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes, I would too.  (laughter) 

  SENATOR DURR:  Other than that, I mean, you’re always open 

to amendments.  I know the Senator is, so-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Always. And, we’re not -- we don’t want to 

release a bad bill-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  --I guess I would be fine with releasing it 

today. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  All right, we have a--  Stop the music.   

  All right, the (indiscernible) is that the lady is in a different 

committee testifying.  You’ve got to pick your priorities. 

  SENATOR DURR:  All right, you’ve got to take the shame back. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Let’s get it out.  I’ll be happy to look at it 

before there’s any action on it.  And, by the way, the little bit I’ve read is 

saying, “Well, we’d like the BPU and PJM to play nice together.”  I kind of 

think they have to do that, I don’t think there’s any way you could avoid 

each other.  But, we’ll take a look at it. 

  So, that being said, motion release from Governor Codey, a 

second by Senator Stanfield.  Let’s get the bill moving. 
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  MR. HANSEN:  On the motion to release Senate Bill number 

2973. 

  Senator Stanfield. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Durr. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Governor Codey. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Zwicker left a yes vote. 

  And, Chairman Smith. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes.  And, I want you to follow up, all right?  

Joey will follow up with the -- OK.  So, let’s see if any of their concerns are 

legitimate.  

  OK. Next bill, Senate Bill S3092, Governor Codey, Senator 

Smith.  It authorizes the installation and operation of metered collar adaptors 

on residential electric meters under certain conditions. 

  So, I’ve got three “no need to testify.”  A little testimony would 

go a long way.  But, in any case:  Ed Potosnak, New Jersey League of 

Conservation Voters -- in favor, no need to testify.  Doug Hritz, Solar 

Industry Association -- in favor, no need to testify.  Doug O’Malley, 

Environment New Jersey -- in favor, no need to testify.  And, one witness who 

would like to testify, and that is Zach Kahn with Tesla -- in favor. 

  Mr. Kahn, are you here? 

  And, if you wouldn’t mind, Mr. Kahn -- because I don’t have any 

other witnesses -- would you explain to the Committee what is a meter collar 

adapter? 
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Z A C H A R Y   K A H N: Certainly. 

  Good morning, Chairman Smith, and members of the 

Committee. 

  For the record, my name is Zach Kahn.  I am a Senior Policy 

Manager at Tesla.  I am here today to provide supporting testimony for 

S3092, but I do recommend that you reduce the bill’s implementation 

timelines, and I’ll go through that at the end. 

  To answer your question, Chairman, meter collar adapters 

provide an immense opportunity to expedite the clean energy transition by 

allowing energy storage, solar, and even EV chargers to be installed in a 

fraction of the time and at a fraction of the cost by residences.  Today, New 

Jersey had the process to install behind-the-meter energy storage that allows 

residents to provide backup power to their property in the case of a grid 

outage is wildly overcomplicated, costly, ugly, and confusing.  Customers 

essentially have to re-wire their whole home when they are installing backup 

battery power. 

  Meter collars provide a standardized interface to make this 

process faster and more cost effective without sacrificing safety.  Tesla’s 

backup switch, which is our meter collar adapter, enables safe whole-home 

backup from a battery energy storage system through an integrated product 

that plugs into customers’ main service panel on the customer side of the 

meter.  In the case of a grid outage, which we’re seeing more and more of as 

climate change worsens weather patterns, the backup switch provides an 

automated means of disconnecting the home from the grid so that the home 

can run exclusively off of its solar and storage system.  
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  The device allows us to install energy storage systems 12 times 

faster than we are able to do under the current system.  It provides substantial 

installation cost savings, which are passed on to consumers in states and 

under utility territories where this is permitted.  It is incredibly safe, it’s tested 

and certified, and is governed under existing safety standards.  In fact, it is 

certified under the same UL 414 standards as the meter sockets that are 

currently used today by utilities.  The backup switch -- which, again, is our 

meter collar -- is currently approved in 18 utility territories around the 

country and is being piloted in three others.  In those places, thousands of 

these devices have been installed without incident.  Unfortunately, no New 

Jersey utilities have allowed for installation of meter collars, even when the 

equipment is fully certified to all relevant safety standards and requirements.  

And, this is despite the fact that it could lead to significant consumer savings. 

  This prohibition presents a hurdle for New Jersey meeting its 

ambitious goals for energy storage and its clean energy goals.  When batteries 

are coupled with solar, these homes can use solar energy during times of peak 

demand -- avoiding the need to run dirty fossil fuel (indiscernible) plants.  

Just last week, the BPU released its energy storage incentive straw proposal 

that will merely incentivize more storage -- it will not get it installed faster. 

  By requiring utilities to adopt a process as is done in this bill, 

these products have to be thoroughly tested by nationally recognized testing 

laboratories, and, by allowing this, New Jersey will position itself to allow for 

more and faster installations of storage and solar.  This legislation is required 

to remove some utility resistance, to allow customers to choose to deploy 

these technologies. 
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  As I mentioned at the outset, we did have one issue with the bill 

as written.  As it is currently written, it would take about a year for it to take 

effect.  The bill provides the utilities with six months from the effective date 

to develop a process for approving meter collar adapters, but then it makes 

the effective date 180 days post-enactment; effectively giving the utilities a 

full year.  We recommend that the bill be effective immediately upon 

enactment, and that utilities be given 90 days to develop an approval process. 

  While we recognize there is a need for time to put this process in 

place, other utilities have managed to do so in just a few months.  And, with 

an aim to meet the State’s clean energy goals, it’s important that we reduce 

any of these time barriers. 

  Thank you for your time tonight, and I appreciate the 

opportunity to speak here, and I would be happy to answer any questions. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Any questions for Mr. Kahn? 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  No, but I think I know now what a meter 

collar -- a collar meter adjustor is.  That’s what my wife puts on me when I 

leave the house. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  (laughter)  And, with good reason. 

  Thank you, Mr. Kahn.  We do have one more witness in favor.  

From ConnectDER.  Not sure I can read the handwriting -- what is it?  Jon, 

and the last name is?  Knauer?  From ConnectDER.  And, I’m sorry if I 

mispronounced your name. 

J O N   K N A U E R:  No problem.   

  SENATOR SMITH:  Hit the button--  Good.  Red means go. 

  MR. KNAUER:  OK. 
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  Good morning, everyone.  Jon Knauer.  I’m a VP of Policy and 

Product Strategy at ConnectDER.  No apologies needed for either my name 

or the name of my company, no one ever gets either of those things right. 

  So, yes.  Like Tesla, we make meter adapters.  The fundamental 

value of the product is to accelerate the installation time of residential DERs.  

So, solar energy storage, electric vehicles. 

  And, just some points on our product.  We are a Philadelphia-

based company.  We’ve been selling these devices for about six or seven years.  

There are 15,000 or so connectors in the field now with incredibly high 

reliability.  Some markets that we’re in that are nearby are Pennsylvania; PPL 

has approved our product; the state of Vermont -- Green Mountain Power; 

the state of New York, they’re being used in Con Ed.  So, this is not some 

exotic foreign thing, it’s being used nearby very successfully every single day. 

  Nationwide, we are approved in close to 20 states at this point.  

And, you know, just building on some of the things that Zach was saying, 

very cost-effective product, very inexpensive addition to the system that 

avoids thousands of dollars in electrical system rewiring.  There’s no cost to 

the utility, there’s no cost to the State, and there are significant benefits to 

the homeowner.  There’s a lot to be said for these products, just in the broader 

decarbonization and electrification space.  It’s going to be extremely costly, 

and just cause unreasonable delays in electrification if every single home 

needs to be rewired in order to accommodate solar and electric vehicles and 

heat pumps and, you know, other home electrification decarbonization 

strategies. 

  So, yes, we believe very strongly that this legislation would be of 

significant benefit to homeowners in New Jersey and just emphasizing, again, 
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it’s not going to cost the utility or the taxpayers a dime in rate-based or 

programs that are required to facilitate electrification via tax credits, or what 

have you. 

  And, I agree with the statement from Tesla about the timeline.  

So many other utilities have done this at this point, that the New Jersey 

utilities should be able to just take a process from Colorado or Arizona or 

Vermont or Pennsylvania or New York or wherever and they should be able 

to accelerate that process development and evaluation timeline substantially.  

I think three months should be plenty. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Appreciate your comments.  

  Just for the average person who knows nothing-- 

  MR. KNAUER:  Yes. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  What does a meter collar adapter cost? 

  UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Thank you, I was going to ask 

that. 

  MR. KNAUER:  So, there are a couple of different versions of 

our product that cost anywhere from $500 to $1,000, depending on the 

features that they have, whether they include metering, whether they include 

other control functions.  So, a basic one is about $500, and then if you want 

to build revenue-grade metering and data acquisition to that, it roughly 

doubles the cost.  So, that’s still anywhere from $1,000 to $3,000 less than 

doing an electrical system upgrade that would otherwise be required to install 

solar or storage or an EV charger. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Senator. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Questions? 

  Yes sir. 
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  SENATOR DURR:  How long does one of these take to install? 

  MR. KNAUER:  The actual installation of the collar itself only 

takes about three minutes.  And, then to do the wiring connection from -- say 

it’s the solar, and you’re wiring from an inverter into the adapter, that takes 

maybe 15. 

  But, it’s not a difficult process. 

  SENATOR DURR:  You also spoke about safety and stuff.  How 

long has this been around, and has there been any, you know, study done on 

how effective the safety is of it?  Has there been incidents? 

  MR. KNAUER:  There have not been any incidents.  There--  I 

don’t know that any formal safety studies have ever been done, but there is 

an extraordinary amount of testing that happens on the front end with UL 

and adherence to various (indiscernible) standards.  The utilities themselves 

do their own safety testing and develop procedures to ensure that their line 

crews are properly trained. 

  So, there’s a whole system that exists around the product to 

ensure safety. 

  SENATOR DURR:  All right, thank you very much. 

  MR. KNAUER:  Sure. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Any other questions for the witness?  (no 

response) 

  Thank you so much. 

  MR. KNAUER:  Thank you. 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  I also just got a note from Tesla saying that 

there’s some $500 credit to customers where they’re allowed to install 

metered collar adapters.  (indiscernible) 
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  SENATOR DURR:  So, almost at no cost. 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  I’m sorry? 

  SENATOR DURR:  Almost at no cost. 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  I don’t know how much the Tesla one would 

cost, but it would be a credit (indiscernible), that’s all I can say.  You can 

follow up with Zach Kahn if needed to answer your question. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Absolutely.  Thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So, what do you think, Committee?  Can 

we have a motion to release?  Senator Stanfield, second by Governor Codey. 

  Let’s take a roll call vote on metered collar adapters, S3092. 

  MR. HANSEN:  On the motion to release Senate Bill Number 

3092. 

  Senator Stanfield. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Durr. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Governor Codey. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Zwicker left a yes vote. 

  And, Chairman Smith. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes. 

  And, the bill is released. 

  So, our next bill is the divestiture bill, which is Senate Bill S416.  

It prohibits the--  And it’s by Senator Greenstein and Senator Smith. 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  (indiscernible) 

  SENATOR SMITH:  What’s that? 
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  MR. GURRENTZ:  (indiscernible) 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Oh, I’m sorry, it’s by Senator Smith. 

  It prohibits investment by the State of New Jersey of our pension 

and annuity funds from the 200 largest publicly traded fossil fuel companies.  

And, I think it requires some background information. 

  Number one, the State of New Jersey, in terms of divestiture of 

our pension funds--  We’ve done this, in my understanding, in the history of 

New Jersey, twice.  We did it about 20 years ago, divesting in investments in 

South African companies because of the outrageous Apartheid system in 

South Africa.  And, I think that wasn’t just New Jersey, it was the whole 

world, actually, that got involved in that.  And, I think it was part of the 

reason for the destruction of that system, and, ultimately, Nelson Mandela 

becoming the President.  I think we did, a year or two ago, on Ben and Jerry’s 

ice cream.  Not quite the same level, all right. 

  What’s proposed here is sending a signal to the fossil fuel world 

and industry that we’ve got to find different ways to live.  And, you, the 

companies that produce these fossil fuels, have to help us.  And, to a greater 

or lesser degree, some are trying.  I had the opportunity to visit the Exxon 

research facility in Clinton, New Jersey, and they are doing research that will 

help to reduce fossil fuel use.  Good thing. 

  But, I still think New Jersey needs to send a signal to the industry 

that this is existential, you know.  Not everybody in the room feels that the 

end of the world is coming; I’m one of the few that actually does, I think.  

Maybe a little too radical a view, but I really think we’re in big trouble.  

Sandy, Ida, people dying from the impacts of global climate change in New 

Jersey convinced me that we’ve got to do things differently. 
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  So, it’s a controversial bill.  And, it’s controversial because it’s 

hard to imagine a stock portfolio making that much of a difference.  It makes 

a difference.  Releasing the bill sends a signal.  It means we’ve got to change 

the way we’re doing business in America and in New Jersey. 

  So, I have a very long list of people who have a position and who 

don’t want to testify.  And, then I have a much shorter list of people who do 

want to testify.  So, let me read the list of people who--  Mr. Governor. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  Sorry to interrupt you, but I have 

another committee at the same time. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes, sir. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  And I (indiscernible) a lot of time.  And, 

as you know, I am not voting for the bag bill-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes, sir. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  OK, and I would love to (indiscernible) 

understand why we’re doing it.  It just started, and I’m well aware of what’s 

going on in the store.  My wife had a new knee, so I’m there, and I’m hearing 

comments back and forth and I don’t know why it just started and now we 

have to change it somewhat dramatically right now, so I will not be voting for 

it. 

  But, I have to go to another committee. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Hopefully, before you go, Governor, you 

can leave your vote for S416.  That’s the bill we’re talking about right at the 

moment.  Oh, you already have?  OK, thank you very much. 

  UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:  We can’t hear. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you for your comments. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  What do you want to hear? 
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  SENATOR SMITH:  And, first of all, we don’t do that at this 

Committee.  You want to shout out, get up. 

  GOVERNOR CODEY:  Are you for me or against me?  It all 

depends.  (laughter) 

  SENATOR SMITH:  We’ve had a couple of committee meetings 

like that.  Most interesting committees tend to get violent, and I know our 

issues are intense, but we don’t shout.  Not so much. 

  Governor, thank you for your comments.  Now back to this bill.  

I’m going to tell you who has opinions and then decided they did not want 

to testify, OK. 

  So, first, Dan Oliveira, President of the State Troopers NCO 

Association -- opposed, no need to testify.  Scott Mackey, American 

Petroleum Institute -- opposed, no need to testify.  Ryan Berger, New Jersey 

Seed -- opposed, no need to testify.  And, Mr. Berger points out we should 

look at his letter from the prior hearing in Toms River.  Alex Ambrose, New 

Jersey Policy Perspective -- in favor, no need to testify.  Tina Weishaus, Divest 

New Jersey -- in favor, no need to testify.  Mike Egerton, New Jersey Chamber 

of Commerce -- opposed, no need to testify.  Mark Longo, ELEC 825, the 

Operating Engineers -- opposed, no need to testify.  Eric Benson, Clean Water 

Action -- in favor, no need to testify.  Nicole Price, individually -- in favor, no 

need to testify.  Felicity Carroll -- in favor, no need to testify.  Doug O’Malley, 

Environment New Jersey -- in favor, no need to testify.  Carol Gay, New 

Jersey State Industrial Union Council -- in favor, no need to testify. 

  Ms. Gay, are you here?  Now, you’re sure you’re in favor?  You’ve 

marked in favor on this.  I just want to make sure the State Industrial Union 

Council-- 
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  MS. GAY:  Yes. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  OK, just double checking. 

  Holly Cox -- in favor, no need to testify. 

  So, those are all the people and their organizations who have 

taken positions.  We now have a couple of witnesses who want to speak, and 

let’s start with Ed Potosnak, New Jersey League of Conservation Voters. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Senator, do we have any witnesses who want 

to testify who are opposed? 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Oh, yeah.  Oh, yeah. 

  SENATOR DURR:  I’d love to hear from them. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  We’re going to do both.  We’re going to 

give everybody--  The great news is, it’s six witnesses, not 600. 

  OK, Mr. Potosnak -- in favor. 

E D W A R D   P O T O S N A K   III:  Good morning, Chairman, members 

of the Committee; Ed Potosnak, Executive Director with New Jersey LCV.  

Glad to be here this morning. 

  We support this legislation, because we live in a capitalist society, 

and one of the ways that we shift what corporations do is by voting with our 

wallets, and the direction that we want to see them go into the future.  And, 

this is really about our children and grandchildren, and this is not about the 

past and the punitive.  It’s sending a clear signal to fossil fuel companies -- 

the 200 dirtiest in America.  And, if they’re an American company, that we 

want you to succeed.  And, to succeed in a future that is ever-increasingly 

ravaged by the effects of climate change, the negative health impacts of 

pollution is going to be contingent upon you getting a new operating model 
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and changing the things that you’re investing in and the way that we get our 

energy. 

  And, that is possible.  My background is I’m a chemist.  We can 

do this, and you mentioned one particular company that is doing some of 

that work.  But, you know, let’s be honest, it’s been well reported that fossil 

fuel companies did their own research, they knew their product -- oil and gas 

-- was causing climate change; was negatively impacting human health 

causing asthma and cancer; and they buried it; they hid it from the public; 

and they continue to make profits.  And, in fact, with record gas prices as 

they are today, the fossil fuel companies are making record profits.  So, when 

we’re paying the most, they’re making the most. 

  So, by divesting the pensions, we will send a signal we want them 

to prosper in the future in a different way.  And, that is something that we 

can do, New Jersey, the State, is a customer, and we’re very supportive of this 

measure. 

  Thank you for bringing it up. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Excuse me, can I have-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes, sir.  Senator Durr. 

  SENATOR DURR:  And, this is not to pick on you.  How did 

you get here today? 

  MR. POTOSNAK:  I drove. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Is that a gasoline car? 

  MR. POTOSNAK:  No. 

  SENATOR DURR:  You have an electric car? 

  MR. POTOSNAK:  I do. 

  SENATOR DURR:  All right.  How did you heat your home? 
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  MR. POTOSNAK:  This morning? 

  SENATOR DURR:  How do you heat your home? 

  MR. POTOSNAK:  I heat my home with gas. 

  SENATOR DURR:  OK.  Is that a fossil fuel? 

  MR. POTOSNAK:  Absolutely. 

  SENATOR DURR:  I got a question.  If you were a grocery store 

owner, and you said you don’t want this customer to stop coming to your 

grocery store, would you care what that customer said, or would you care 

about the customers who came to your grocery store? 

  MR. POTOSNAK:  I have a great example.  When I was younger, 

I used to eat McDonald’s, and it was a big thing in the ’80s that they were 

packaging the Big Mac, which was a delight to eat, in polystyrene.  And a 

number of young people, like myself , pushed back.  And, if you go to 

McDonald’s today, a Big Mac is in a cardboard box, something that can make 

its way through our landfill without having a negative impact.  And, it was 

consumer pressure that drove that change.  And I think-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  Did you stop going to McDonald’s? 

  MR. POTOSNAK:  We did.  Yes. 

  SENATOR DURR:  But, I don’t think that you stopping going to 

McDonald’s had a change. 

  MR. POTOSNAK:  I can see-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  I think divesting in companies--  First off, 

it’s the government picking winners and losers, I don’t agree with that.  

Second off, you have a bigger voice when you’re part of the company than 

when you’re not in the company. 
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  MR. POTOSNAK:  But, those things can be true, but I think you 

can make choices in where to shop, where to eat.  We’re seeing this pushback 

under Citizens United, where companies are investing in more liberal or 

conservative causes, and customers are deciding whether or not they want to 

frequent those establishments, and some are controversial.  And, I think we’re 

seeing--  We do elections, a big pull back, and corporations getting involved 

in social issues because people are voting with their wallets, they’re literally 

not coming into their store, and they just want to stay out of it. 

  I’m not on the Supreme Court, I didn’t make that decision, but 

I think this is very similar.  We have the power as a consumer here in New 

Jersey to send a message to the fossil fuel industry to make a change, to be 

successful, and to move to a healthier environment and cleaner air.  And, you 

know, the most densely-populated state, every single county is failing and the 

American Lung Association. 

  This is a responsibility.  It’s a moral obligation for us to act, I 

believe, and this-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  Well, I want to congratulate you on having 

that electric car, because I’m sure it didn’t take fossil fuels to make the electric 

battery or the car. 

  MR. POTOSNAK:  Eighty percent less than an internal 

combustion engine, and I’m saving roughly around $300 a month on gas price 

versus an (indiscernible) or fossil fuel car.  So, it’s a pretty good deal. 

  SENATOR DURR:  It does take fossil fuels to make the electric. 

  MR. POTOSNAK:  Yes, 80% less.  But, yes. 

  SENATOR DURR:  All right.  Thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you, Senator.  Thank you, Ed. 
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  And, I’m going to try to do this pro-con-pro-con, OK. 

  So, in opposition, Dennis Hart from the Chemistry Council of 

New Jersey. 

  Mr. Hart. 

D E N N I S   H A R T:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the 

Committee.  Thank you for giving me this opportunity. 

  My name is Dennis Hart, Executive Director of the Chemistry 

Council of New Jersey.  Our association member companies represent 45,000 

direct employees, and we are the largest impact on New Jersey’s economy as 

a business sector -- chemicals, pharmaceuticals, fossil fuels, flavors and 

fragrances.  

  Efforts to remove pension fund investments from fossil fuel 

companies is short-sighted, and removes New Jersey from influencing the 

direction of the fossil fuel industry.  While Wall Street looks to increase 

corporate ESG efforts through their stock purchases and reporting 

requirements, New Jersey will be going in the opposite direction if this 

legislation becomes law. 

  It will be the fossil fuel industry that develops the leading 

technologies and solutions to our climate efforts.  Mr. Chairman, you 

mentioned going to the Exxon facility where they’re doing cutting-edge 

research right now in New Jersey to develop the new solutions for fuels.  And, 

you said that New Jersey needs to send a signal -- I don’t think they need a 

signal, I think that tour you took shows that our companies have that signal, 

and they’re leading in development of the solutions we’re going to have.  And, 

I encourage everyone on the Committee to also take a tour, and not only that 

facility, but other facilities around the state where you can see our industries 
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are making biofuels for the airline industry.  There’s blue hydrogen being 

produced; there’s green hydrogen being produced; and renewable natural gas. 

  These are all cutting-edge fuels for the future that will cut down 

on climate change impacts.  Underway right now, BASF, SABIC, and Linde, 

have started construction of the world’s first demonstration plant for large-

scale electrically heated steam cracker furnaces.  Steam cracker furnaces are 

used in the fossil fuel industry to break down crude oil into all the various 

chemicals and products that we need.  And, the process of breaking them 

down is very energy intensive, and you can see the energy, the fossil fuel 

energy themselves are developing an electric cracker, which would greatly 

reduce the impact of the generation of these products.  This new furnace will 

reduce emissions by 90% from conventional crackers.  Steam crackers play a 

central role in the production of basic chemicals and break down 

hydrocarbons into olefins and aromatics. 

  Now is not the time to reduce investments in companies.  The 

industries impacted by this legislation aren’t just producing fuels, they 

produce the basic chemicals and fertilizers and things we need every day for 

the products that we use and the products that we need.  Increasingly, 

investors are looking at demanding ESG efforts by corporations, and we’re 

talking about taking a signal.  But, the impact of this legislation is taking the 

State away from the table; taking the State away from the ability to influence 

these companies.  It’s similar to somebody saying, “I decided not to vote 

because I’m sending a personal message.” 

  I think that’s bad policy; I think it’s bad for the State, and, Mr. 

Chairman, I’m willing to answer any questions, but we do oppose this 

legislation. 
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  Thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  I noticed. 

  Any members with questions?  (no response) 

  If not, in favor -- Barbara Pal, from Divest New Jersey, if you 

would come forward, Ms. Pal.  

B A R B A R A   P A L:  Good morning. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Morning. 

  MS. PAL:  My name is Barbara Pal, and I am the Co-Chair of 

the Divest New Jersey Coalition.  Thank you for the opportunity to speak 

here today. 

  Last year, just two months after Hurricane Ida, that killed 96 

including 30 in New Jersey and cost over $75 billion in economic damages, 

the House Committee on Oversight and Reform held the historic hearing on 

Capitol Hill on big oil’s role in this climate disinformation.  Chief executives 

of Exxon Mobil, Chevron, BP, and Shell, were all asked the same question:  

Will you pledge to stop lobbying against efforts to reduce emissions?  None 

of the executives have agreed to do so -- none of them.  Oil majors like to 

claim that they want to be part of the solution, and they are actively working 

on transitioning to be sustainable energy companies, but in reality, nothing 

could be further from the truth. 

  Three weeks ago, the House Committee on Oversight and 

Reform released subpoenaed internal documents from these fossil fuel 

companies showing how they are gaslighting the public with expensive PR 

campaigns and have no real intentions to lower their carbon emissions.  

Exxon documents showed that the company spent at least $68 million on 

advertising its research into algae-based biofuels, but notes from an investor 
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presentation obtained by the committee showed this technology is “still 

decades away from the scale we need.” 

  An internal Shell email in 2020 said the company’s 

announcement of the pathway to net zero emissions had, “Nothing to do 

with its business plans,” and another document included guidelines for 

employees which stated, “Please, do not give the impression that Shell is 

willing to reduce carbon dioxide emissions to levels that do not make business 

sense.” 

  The New Jersey State Pension Fund has billions invested in these 

very same deceitful fossil fuel companies, and, frankly, New Jersey pensioners 

and taxpayers deserve better.  Public pension funds like New Jersey’s should 

be held to higher moral standards when it comes to investing taxpayer dollars.  

It is crystal clear that profits from investments in fossil fuel companies are 

negligible compared to exorbitant costs New Jersey continues to suffer from 

climate related disasters, which are, of course, caused by the very same fossil 

fuel companies. 

  The New Jersey Division of Investments’ position to stay 

invested in big oil so they can have a seat at the table and pressure them 

through shareholder engagement is a pipe dream.  When these companies 

show us who they are, over and over again, we should believe them.  The 

long-term economic outlook of the fossil fuel energy sector is not bright.  No 

matter how hard big oil keeps fighting to stay relevant, the energy transition 

is already well underway, and eventually -- hopefully sooner rather than later    

-- sustainable energy sources will become the norm.  Staying invested in a 

sector whose days are numbered is not a fiduciarily responsible policy. 
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  The New Jersey State Pension Fund should divest from fossil 

fuels as soon as possible, but this will not happen unless the New Jersey 

Legislature mandates the New Jersey Division of Investments to do so.  

Which is why it is crucial to pass the New Jersey Fossil Fuel Divestment Act, 

S416. 

  Please do everything in your power to vote this bill out of 

Committee and pass it, so we can stop funding climate disasters in our own 

communities using our own hard-earned New Jersey taxpayer dollars. 

  Thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you, Ms. Pal. 

  Any questions for Ms. Pal?  (no response) 

  All right, if not, in opposition -- Ray Cantor, NJBIA. 

  Mr. Cantor. 

R A Y M O N D   C A N T O R, ESQ.:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and 

members of the Committee. 

  My name is Ray Cantor, I am with the New Jersey Business and 

Industry Association.  We are here today opposing this legislation.  NJBIA is 

the state’s largest business association.  We not only represent companies -- 

many of them who will be impacted by this bill because they are fossil fuel 

companies -- but we also represent, you know, what you would call clean 

energy companies as well:  wind, solar companies; those involved in a host of 

the clean energy side of the equation.  And, we also represent those consumers 

of energy.  So, we have a very keen interest in making sure that our energy 

policies are balanced and workable. 

  We have three reasons why--  Again, we submitted testimony to 

all the members of the Committee, we spoke over the summertime, so I’m 
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not going to go through a long testimony.  I would just summarize what we 

said before, and make a few additional points.  There are three reasons why 

we oppose this legislation. 

  First, from a fiduciary responsibility, the State should be making 

sure that its pension is invested in sound investments, legal investments, and 

should not be taking public policy and these types of concerns into that 

equation.  By the way, I’m sure we all know that we have a long-standing 

pension deficit in this state.  I think we’re still $95 billion in the hole.  This 

is not the time where we should be doing anything other than making sound 

investments with our pension.  Why does a business association care about 

our pension investments and making sure that they are sound?  Because those 

pensions are guaranteed.  The State is going to have to pay those pensions 

regardless if we make enough return on our investments or not, and if we 

don’t make enough return on those investments, it means higher taxes for the 

business community and all of us.  So, for that reason alone, we should not 

be doing this bill. 

  Fossil fuels are also still very much needed in New Jersey and in 

the country.  If getting rid of fossil fuels was as simple as saying, “We don’t 

want them anymore,” we would do it tomorrow.  It is not; they cannot be 

eliminated immediately -- or even in the foreseeable future.  We’ve had the 

commissioner of DEP come and testify that natural gas will be around for 

decades to come.  So, we know we’re going to need fossil fuels in the future.  

To Senator Durr’s point earlier about how we heat our homes, about 85% of 

homes in New Jersey are heated with either a natural gas or with oil.  When 

you’re powering up your Tesla, by the way, you’re pulling energy from the 

PGM grid, which is powered by oil, natural gas, and coal, in addition to some 
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clean areas as well.  So, we can’t just get rid of our fossil fuels today, or in the 

future, so, again, this bill is heading in that wrong direction. 

  I read an article recently, I believe it was in The Atlantic, that 

made the point, as we do our conversion from a carbon economy to a greener 

economy, we’re going to need a lot of investment.  And, most of that 

investment is going to be coming from the private sector, and most of that 

private sector investment is going to be coming from fossil fuel companies 

who are changing -- these are energy companies -- they are changing how they 

do business.  We are seeing advances right now being led by fossil fuel 

companies in hydrogen, in renewable natural gas, in carbon capture, in 

biofuels.  You need only go to the Exxon Mobil facility in Clifton, New Jersey, 

to see this cutting-edge research.  Trying to deny these companies the capital 

that they need to make the conversion to clean sources of energy is only 

counterproductive. 

  So, again, we oppose this bill because we believe it’s going to 

harm the pension system.  We still need fossil fuels, we should not be putting 

our head in the sand and saying that we do not.  And, again, it’s going to be 

counterproductive to our long-range goals. 

  We ask this Committee to hold this bill today, and I’m happy to 

take any questions that you may have. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Anyone have questions?  (no 

response) 

  Thank you so much, no questions.  Thank you, no questions. 

  MR. CANTOR:  Thank you. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Next, I would like to call David 

Hughes from Rutgers. 
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D A V I D   H U G H E S:  Thank you very much.  Can you hear me? 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Yes, thank you. 

  MR. HUGHES:  Very good. 

  I am David Hughes, I am representing Rutgers AAUP-AFT -- that 

is the faculty and grad union of teachers and researchers at Rutgers University 

statewide.  You may have seen Todd Bashin’s (phonetic spelling) testimony, 

which was submitted in written form; he is my colleague.  I’ll be amplifying 

many of his points. 

  And, to address one of Senator Durr’s concerns, I took my bicycle 

-- rode my bicycle to the train station and took the train here.  New Jersey 

Transit, powered by electricity, which in this state will increasingly be from 

wind power.  I heat my home through natural gas, or methane, currently, but 

this wonderful collar meter legislation, if passed, would allow me to hook up 

my solar panels to a heat pump and a battery and then my heating would be 

powered by solar. 

  My local union, as well as AFT New Jersey -- the American 

Federation of Teachers, that is -- and the American Federation of Teachers 

nationally in the past two years have all endorsed fossil fuel divestment.  

Rutgers University is in the process of divesting its pension, its portfolio, its 

endowment from fossil fuels.  The trustees of Princeton University just voted 

last week to divest from fossil fuels.  Educators and their institutions have 

been leading in divestment, but, overall, 1,500 institutions with assets over 

$39 trillion are in the process of divesting from fossil fuels. 

  So, I am going to present two sets of arguments that I think you 

should consider in supporting this bill.  There is a moral argument and there’s 

a fiduciary argument.  The moral argument is that burning fossil fuels is 
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changing our climate.  It’s giving us disasters such as Hurricane Sandy, such 

as the hurricanes that now are burying Florida and Puerto Rico.  Fossil fuel 

combustion undermines the conditions for life on planet Earth.  If I can put 

this quite plainly:  Fossil fuels are bad when burned.  And, that’s what fossil 

fuel companies do -- they dig them up and burn them. 

  We know that, and the Energy Master Plan of the State knows 

that and codifies a transition away from fossil fuels.  That’s why we’re 

installing wind turbines off the shore.  So, really, all this bill would do is bring 

the State’s investment policy into harmony with its industrial policy, right?  

And, you wouldn’t want to have the investment policy undermining the 

industrial policy of the State.  We want to do the right thing across the board.  

And, you’d want to be in a position 20 years from now, when your children 

and grandchildren are thanking you for doing something good for planet 

Earth, rather than blaming you for wrecking planet Earth.  That’s the moral 

argument. 

  The fiduciary argument is that divestment is not “woke 

capitalism,” or “woke policy.”  It represents responsible financial stewardship.  

BlackRock, which is not a left-wing firm, did a study a bunch of years ago 

which ultimately supported the New York State Pension Fund divestment, 

and they found that fossil fuel stocks are performing poorly over time, and 

that that pension fund would have done better if it had divested now, or 

seven or eight years ago.  Fossil fuels are becoming stranded assets, where 

they will not be monetizable.  There is the occasional war-induced bump, or 

bubble, which is what we’re seeing this week.  I haven’t checked the stock 

prices today; maybe it’s over already.  That’s not a reason to stay invested in 

this sector.  In fact, that’s a reason to get out while the going is good, and to 
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get out quickly.  And, I’m glad this bill has a fairly accelerated timetable for 

divestment. 

  Now, let’s think about, though, think about the fiduciary matter 

in very common-sense terms.  We really have two options when it comes to 

these investments:  We can continue putting capital into the extraction and 

combustion of fossil fuels in a business-as-usual way.  And, if everybody does 

that, then we hit plus-2, plus-4, plus-6 degrees centigrade above pre-industrial 

levels.  So, we have, of course, Hurricane Sandy and so on all the time, but 

we also have the collapse of agriculture in this country, which means the 

collapse of the economy, which means that those stocks are not worth very 

much anymore.  So, those stocks tank under a business-as-usual scenario, 

which is not what I’m recommending. 

  I’m recommending a positive scenario, which is that we 

transition away from fossil fuels as those 1,500 institutions are already doing, 

and those stocks lose value -- which is, in fact, kind of what we’re seeing 

already happening, right?  And, in that case, again, we want to get out now; 

the going is not so good, but we want to get out now before the going for 

those stocks gets very bad.  Either way, divestment is a better form of financial 

stewardship, the continued investment in fossil fuels, and the State has a 

responsibility to workers -- AFT members in particular.  AFT members 

statewide and nationally are saying, “We want you to take our money out of 

this sector for these moral and fiduciary responsibilities.” 

  Finally, I want to say a word about shareholder activism, because 

I think this is where Senator Durr was driving, and where a couple of the 

people speaking in favor of this bill was driving.  Because of the question of, 

do we have a bigger voice?  I think we support the transition away from fossil 
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fuels.  Do we have a bigger voice if we retain stocks and access to shareholder 

meetings and so on in these corporations?  That’s true if we want a fairly 

limited reform.  You know, if you want McDonald’s to stop selling 

hamburgers in boxes, you might exercise your voice through a shareholder 

resolution.  But, if you want McDonald’s to stop selling hamburgers, that’s 

not going to work.  If you want Exxon Mobil to invest a little bit more in 

renewables, maybe you could do that through a shareholder resolution.  If 

you want Exxon Mobil to stop producing oil, that’s not going to work in a 

shareholder resolution.  In fact, the Securities and Exchange Commission 

regulates shareholder resolutions, and they will not -- it is not legal for 

shareholders to propose, even to propose a resolution at a stockholder 

meeting, which causes for a complete change in the business model of a 

corporation.  Shareholders cannot change the major product of a corporation. 

  And, what matters here is not whether Exxon Mobil is producing 

a little bit of green hydrogen on the side.  What matters--  Because producing 

green hydrogen does not lower carbon emissions.  In fact, solar panels and 

wind turbines do not lower carbon emissions.  What lowers carbon emissions 

is, yes, burning less carbon.  Producing less oil, gas, and coal, and burning less 

of it.  And, the oil corporations on this list are committed to continuing their 

business as usual as their main business of burning hydrocarbons while they 

do something else on the side and try to distract us. 

  So, I would ask that you endorse this bill, please, and I thank 

you to Senator Smith for your support of it.  Push it forward so that we can 

actually have an industrial policy and an investment policy in the State that 

is both morally and financially responsible. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you, Mr. Hughes. 
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  SENATOR DURR:  First-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Senator Durr, you have a question. 

  SENATOR DURR:  You do know that we are in the least amount 

of hurricanes recorded for the last 10-15 years, this year?  You’re talking 

about storms -- least amount. 

  When you’re talking about greater damage and cost, we continue 

to grow this state.  So, if you put somebody in a position where a storm is 

going to happen, naturally you’re going to have cost and loss of life.  There’s 

nobody there, it’s not being recorded.  So, that point being made. 

  Do you know that oil produces a lot more than just gasoline for 

cars? 

  MR. HUGHES:  I know that.  I know you mentioned fertilizer-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  Your glasses, the pin you are wearing there, 

saying, “green.”  It has multiple aspects.  So, to do away with it would be 

foolish. 

  MR. HUGHES:  Well, I usually-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  You would be sitting there naked if you had 

no fossil fuel.  So, to say-- 

  MR. HUGHES:  I know you might infer that-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  So, to say, “do away with it” is foolish.  So, 

no, I’m not proposing, you know, do away with fossil fuels.  I would never 

propose that-- 

  MR. HUGHES:  Listen-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  --And I think anybody who proposes that is 

foolish. 
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  SENATOR SMITH:  Senator, I agree that a little banter is good, 

but the visual is another conversation for me. 

  MR. HUGHES:  I agree. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  We appreciate your point of view, and 

Senator, we appreciate yours, and you’re going to get a chance to vote on it 

very shortly. 

  Thank you, sir, for coming forward. 

  The last witness is Hannah Reynolds, individually -- in favor of 

S416. 

H A N N A H   R E Y N O L D S:  Good morning, and thank you for 

convening this necessary dialogue today. 

  My name is Hannah Reynolds, and I am here to support the 

fossil fuel divestment bill presented here today, attending in my capacity both 

as long-time supporter of Divest New Jersey and also as Emeritus Co-

Coordinator of the Divest Princeton campaign at Princeton University -- 

which recently divested its $38 billion endowment from fossil fuels. 

  But, most importantly, at 22 years old, I am here on behalf of 

my entire generation -- the people who have to come of age in the climate 

that is here, that’s been established and caused by the actions of the fossil 

fuel industry and those who are not willing to hold them accountable. 

  I am here to ask -- or rather to implore -- that you act now by 

supporting this divestment bill, which offers the opportunity to show a true 

commitment to environmental justice and bold climate action.  In this 

historic moment, our eyes are on you. 

  By passing this bill, the egregious pollution and climate denial 

that has taken place since decades before I was born can be urgently 
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addressed and countered.  Divesting means revoking the fossil fuel industry’s 

social license to operate, and insisting instead that our industry meets our 

demands, putting an end to the continued imposition of its self-centered row 

upon the general public, despite the dire consequences of climate change.  

Just because we are currently relying on oil and gas does not mean we must 

always be.  And, taking away the fossil fuels industry’s financial control over 

our energy grid is one way, and investing in clean, renewable energy in 

frontline communities helps to push this forward. 

  Climate change has already reached New Jersey, as evidenced by 

the unrelenting rain that we’ve faced in the past week.  I’ve lived this reality.  

Last fall, when I was a senior at Princeton, a tornado touched down just a few 

miles from campus.  We sheltered in place in the basements, but then were 

made to evacuate because of the flash flooding that occurred there.  The 

storm was caused by Hurricane Ida.  This isn’t and can’t be taken as normal 

for New Jersey.  Tornados are not normal in New Jersey; flash flooding and 

inches of standing water in basements is not normal in New Jersey.  Central 

New Jersey is the kind of place we typically think of as “safe” from the 

impacts of climate change, but last fall it made it clear that nowhere is 

untouched by this planetary crisis that we’ve found ourselves in. 

  We cannot accept the damage and destruction and death that 

comes with climate change as normal.  Communities across the state are 

already feeling the impacts of an industry that has profited off of the 

exploitation of our planet for far too long. 

  Recently, a team of leading researchers at Princeton University, 

where I went to college, determined that investing in companies like Exxon 

and (indiscernible) is fiscally irresponsible, which led to Princeton’s 
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divestment.  Many of these researchers receive funding for environmental 

research from Exxon and other oil companies.  Even when their research 

depended on the funding of fossil fuel companies, our state’s leading 

scientists know that fossil fuel companies have been involved in egregious 

pollution and harmful climate disinformation and determined that our ties 

to this industry needed to end. 

  I urge you to follow Princeton’s lead.  Follow the lead of Rutgers 

University over a year ago, and the lead of our neighbor, New York, not long 

before that.  By taking this bold step, New Jersey would show leadership on 

climate change, but would be far from allowing this movement at large.  By 

divesting from fossil fuels, New Jersey would join the over 1,500 institutions, 

governments, and entities that have already divested in fossil fuels -- totaling 

over $40 trillion.  That’s a lot of money.  That’s doing a lot more than just a 

symbolic action. 

  Divestment provides the opportunity to invest in the resilience 

of our state.  So I urge you, for the good of New Jersey, my generation, and 

the generations to come, to take this necessary step.  Now more than ever, 

we look for you to lead. 

  Thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you for your comments. 

  Any questions?  (no response) 

  That concludes our witnesses on the divestiture bill.  Clearly, 

controversial.  Senator Smith is going to move the bill for release, Governor 

Codey is going to second. 

  Let’s take a roll call on the bill, and if anybody has comments, 

this is a great opportunity to make it. 
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  MR. HANSEN:  There are some technical amendments. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Oh, and there are technical amendments.  

And they are? 

  MR. HANSEN:  The Committee amendments would change the 

date by which divestment from non-coal-related companies is required from 

January 1, 2022, to 12 months after the bill’s effective date and make 

technical corrections. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  And, obviously, the reason for the change 

is that’s the date that’s already passed. 

  So, in any case, discussion -- or voting.  Why don’t you call each 

member and we’ll go from there. 

  MR. HANSEN:  OK. 

  On the motion to release Senate Bill Number 416 with 

Committee amendments. 

  Senator Stanfield. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Yes, thank you. 

  I appreciate the intent of this bill.  I think it’s very well 

intentioned.  But, I do have concerns about unintended consequences.  I 

don’t want to discourage fossil fuel companies that may be looking towards 

cleaner avenues from pursuing that.  And, I don’t want to have an unintended 

consequence on our pension program right now that is already in serious 

straits.  

  So, because of that, I am no. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Durr. 
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  SENATOR DURR:  I think I made my point clear that I don’t 

agree with this bill, that this bill has -- as Senator Stanfield said -- unintended 

consequences. 

  I think our voice is greater when we are invested into a company, 

and we have leverage.  Plus, I believe it sends a signal picking winners and 

losers, and I disagree with that; the government, that’s not their place.  That’s 

for the individual, the citizens to do, not for government.  They have a 

responsibility. 

  So, with that, I’m going to vote no. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Governor Codey left a yes vote. 

  Senator Zwicker left a yes vote. 

  Chairman Smith. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  You’re going to, I’m sure, leave ambivalent 

about it, but I’m not ambivalent about it. 

  The clock is ticking, and there’s not that much time left.  We’ve 

got to get our industry to change, and how we live -- we’ve got to make 

changes.  So, I think this is absolutely critical to hopefully send the signal and 

get other entities -- government entities -- to follow through. 

  So, I vote yes.  The bill is released. 

  So, the main event.  You thought that was-- 

  UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  (indiscernible) 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Oh, I’m sorry, not the main event.  We 

have a busy, busy list. 

  So, our next bill is S3102, which is a Singleton/Smith bill, and it 

establishes the uptime requirement for EV charging stations and the incentive 

programs administered by the BPU. 
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  Now, there is -- this bill comes from a New York Times article 

which did an investigation of charging stations around the country.  Some of 

the leading companies that do charging stations have charging stations that 

are out of commission 60% of the time.  That’s unacceptable.  So, this bill 

sets a standard for the uptime -- meaning it has to be working a certain 

percentage of the time to get any kind of government support. 

  One of the comments that we received was, “Well, the Federal 

Government is going to set uptime standards, so wait.”  The problem with 

waiting is that you’re usually waiting for Godot.  We have a tough Legislature, 

but we get stuff done.  National Legislature -- not so much. 

  What I asked Joey to do is prepare an amendment saying these 

would be the uptime requirements, but if the Federal Government adopts the 

standard, we immediately adopt that standard so that we’re not going to be 

behind the curve.  And, what is the uptime standard again in the bill? 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  Around 95% of the time. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Ninety-five percent of the time they have 

to be working, OK. 

  Now, in terms of witnesses, we have Doug O’Malley, 

Environment New Jersey -- in favor, no need to testify.  Ed Potosnak, New 

Jersey League of Conservation Voters -- in favor, no need to testify. 

  And, then we have opposition.  Nick Kikis, New Jersey 

Apartment Association -- opposed.  Mr. Kikis, why are you opposed? 

  MR. KIKIS:  Mr. Chairman, I’ll be brief to not get in the way of 

the main event of this Committee hearing. 

  We do oppose the bill as drafted.  Our concern is that there is, 

right now, insufficient incentives to get to the point where we need to be to 
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develop the charging infrastructure.  Our goal is as a State -- and clearly I look 

at this from the apartment perspective -- the goal is to have 30% of all multi-

family apartments have electric vehicle chargers by 2030, is the goals adopted 

by the Legislature. 

  Right now, there is a $4,000 incentive.  These chargers cost 

$40,000.  So, there’s really a gap in incentives right now.  I know you have 

legislation that would increase the tax credit, and we support that and really 

appreciate that.  Our concern is that 95% uptime is too high.  If there are 

issues that come into play, you would have 18 and a half days to fix it or the 

incentive could be clawed back, and we think that would serve as a 

disincentive to participate in those incentive programs, and, as a result, really 

be counterproductive to the goal of getting the charging infrastructure that 

we need at the State. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you for your comments. 

  MR. KIKIS:  Thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Ray Cantor, NJBIA -- opposed. 

  MR. CANTOR:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the 

Committee. 

  Again, my name is Ray Cantor with the New Jersey Business 

Industry Association.  I’ll keep my remarks very brief. 

  We generally agree with everything that Mr. Kikis just said.  We 

support incentives for charging stations.  We think they are, you know, 

important to facilitate more charging stations, which are needed for more EVs 

being put around the state.  We’re just concerned that this sends a negative 

signal to the marketplace and disincentivizes people from taking those 

incentives.  At a point in time where we’re trying to incentivize people 
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installing charging stations, again, this places burdens on people.  There’s 

going to be reporting requirements, penalties, claw backs.  It’s just--  And, I’m 

not sure if 95% is the right number, either. 

  So, again, we appreciate what you’re trying to do.  I don’t think 

anyone wants to or intends to take incentives, install these expensive systems, 

and then let them go to waste.  There may be reasons why they’re not 

operational, and I’m not sure how large a problem it is.  So, again, we just 

think this may have those unintended consequences of providing a 

disincentive to taking necessary financial assistance, and for that reason, we 

oppose this bill. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Ray, I honestly don’t get that.  We’re 

talking about private entities.  We have a whole bunch of companies that are 

soliciting New Jersey for the opportunity to establish these charging stations.  

And, all we’re saying here is they have to work.  You want a government 

incentive?  You want our taxpayers’ money?  This charging station has to 

work; it has to work 95% of the time. 

  MR. CANTOR:  No-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  I don’t get where that’s bad fiscal policy, or 

where it disincentivizes.  We’ve got people knocking at the door, in lines, to 

set up these private charging stations around the state.  They’re going to be 

for our citizens, and they’re going to get our tax breaks -- they should work. 

  MR. CANTOR:  No, I totally agree with the policy objective that 

you’re trying to achieve here. 

  We’re just concerned that if you have a mandate of a certain 

percent being online, we look for the requirements with claw backs, people 
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just may be disincentivized, or not -- they may decline to take those 

incentives and install those facilities.  Because of the consequences. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  All right, we’re going to find out. 

  Senator Durr. 

  SENATOR DURR:  What about in the--  Say this law passed in 

California; I don’t know, maybe it is, maybe it’s not.  I have no idea. 

  But, recently, you heard in the news how California had their 

mandated brownouts and shutdowns.  So, if these charging stations go 

through that here in Jersey because, we both agree, our power grids need to 

be upgraded. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  It needs help. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Absolutely.  So, if we were installing these 

charging stations, as Ray said, and then all of a sudden our power grid goes 

down, now the people who had the charging stations, they’re not working 

95% of the time. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  I think if it’s our fault, then they’ve got a 

greater-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  Well, I think that should definitely be 

something that should be considered in the bill. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  OK, that’s not a bad idea.  I think the 

modification would be they have to work 95% of the time, unless-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  When power is available. 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  Yes, there are certain definitions of uptime 

and downtime. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Go ahead. 
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  MR. GURRENTZ:  There are certain definitions that we’ve 

heard testimony -- or gotten written testimony about -- regarding uptime, 

downtime, and exempt time; certain definitions that could clarify what 

actually counts as uptime.  That uptime, that would be the 95%.  But if, you 

know-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So, in other words, there already is an 

exemption if it’s through no fault of your own. 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  Right. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  OK. 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  Well, not in the bill right now, but we’ve 

heard testimony on that, and there’s room for change. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So, everybody is OK with that as an 

amendment? 

  SENATOR DURR:  Very good. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  OK. 

  Last witness is Zach Kahn -- in favor, with amendments. 

  Mr. Kahn. 

  MR. KAHN:  Hello, again.  Zach Kahn with Tesla. 

  I just wanted to say one -- make one comment on this, and I 

appreciate you raising it.  I think Tesla takes pride in its super charger 

network, the largest network around the globe of fast chargers. 

  I think in that article you referenced, they actually talked about 

this is not the case for Tesla in terms of our uptime.  We have made it a point 

to make sure that our chargers are available for customers when they need 

them.  We would like to continue to work with your office to make some 

minor modifications to the bill language to ensure that the bill focuses on the 
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reliability and uptime of each charging site, as opposed to each charging port 

at larger sites. 

  Tesla builds a minimum of eight stalls at each site, so we have 

built-in resilience within the site.  So, we are thinking about uptime as we 

design the sites from the get-go.  That’s why you see eight to 16 to upwards 

of over a hundred sites in some parts of the country. 

  That’s all I wanted to share, and I look forward to continuing to 

work with your office on this bill. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So, the legislative process in New Jersey is 

a grinding, slow process.  So, there’s plenty of opportunities.  We’d be happy 

to look at what language you might have, and see if it’s appropriate, OK. 

  MR. KAHN:  Thank you; appreciate it. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you. 

  And, that is our last witness.  Any comments from senators?  (no 

response) 

  Motion to release from Senator Stanfield--  What’s that?  My 

mic is off. 

  Motion to release by Senator Stanfield, seconded by Senator 

Durr.  

  Can we take a roll call vote? 

  MR. HANSEN:  On the motion to release Senate Bill Number 

3102. 

  Senator Stanfield. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  Yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Senator Durr. 
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  SENATOR DURR:  I’m going to vote yes this time, 

(indiscernible) seeing these amendments moving forward. 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  I’ll share them with you. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Thank you. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Governor Codey left a yes vote. 

  Senator Zwicker left a yes vote. 

  And, Chairman Smith. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes.  And the bill is released. 

  And, now the main event.  So, it requires a lot of explanation. 

  The single-use plastic bag ban bill -- which also includes foam 

containers and some packing peanuts.  You’re going to find out, in our 

testimony, has been unbelievably, wildly successful.  You’re going to get some 

numbers -- they blew the top of my head off when I heard them this week.  

The bill is working well. 

  And, that being said, as in any big piece of legislation -- and this 

is the strongest single-use plastic bag ban bill in America -- you think you’re 

getting it all, but you don’t always.  And, we have what I euphemistically call 

a glitch.  Now, the glitch doesn’t affect 98% of the people who do grocery 

shopping.  It affects 2% who have home delivery of groceries.  And, the 

complaint that was made, and the media being the media, focused on it very 

intensely, is that reusable bags have been increasing in number with those 

people who get the home delivery services. 

  So, we put together what we think is a pretty good temporary fix, 

but I can tell you we’re going to go back to this in a year, whatever, because 

that’s the nature of the beast, all right.  We can always improve it. 
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  So, what you have in this bill are four alternatives.  The first 

alternative is that you can--  First of all, everything is by agreement; that’s 

not even an alternative.  The customer has to agree; the delivery service has 

to agree, OK.  So, consumer choice. 

  Number one choice with regard to the reusable bags:  If the stuff 

is delivered in reusable bags, you and the delivery service can agree that you 

want to continue getting the reusable bags.  But, if the customer wants to 

return them to the delivery service, they can.  And, the delivery service then 

has a responsibility to reuse, recycle, or donate to community food banks who 

are sorely in need of these bags, OK. 

  Second choice, for a limited period of time, there will be an 

exemption.  Now, in the bill we say five years; I think we’re going to get 

testimony today, “You know what, we don’t need that much time.  Three 

years would do the trick, our industry is innovative,” and, you know, basically 

you’re saying to the delivery services, “Find a better delivery product,” in 

terms of the container that you use. 

  But the choice for three years--  The one other option, again with 

the mutual consent of the delivery service and the customer, is a paper bag.  

Paper bag with at least 40% post-consumer content.  And, the reason for that 

is a point of getting paper bags out of supermarkets was to try not to generate 

more waste, even though paper is a biodegradable, compostable material.  

Nobody has anything against paper, but we are trying to reduce waste.  If we 

say we’re going to give an exemption for three years, we want you using bags 

that have recycled content, because that is in the thematic of the bill, which 

is increased recycling, OK.  So, second alternative with the agreement of both 

parties is a paper bag, 40% -- at least 40% post-consumer content. 
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  The third choice is the Costco model.  If you go to Costco, you 

have the -- they don’t give you a container, but they give you the alternative 

to take cardboard boxes that their groceries and goods were delivered in, and 

you can take the empty box and put your stuff in it.  So, especially in the case 

where you have supermarket delivery services, they’ve got the boxes.  That’s 

a great way to get a second use out of the cardboard.  So, a third alternative. 

  And, then the fourth alternative is the milkman alternative.  If 

you’re old enough to remember, we used to have milk delivered to our porch, 

our back porch, in a little container that had -- it wasn’t very refrigerated, but 

it had maybe a tin inside, and it kept stuff cold.  If the consumer wants it 

delivered to their house, and the vendors, the delivery service is willing to do 

it, and you want no packaging -- you don’t want a bag, you don’t want a 

reusable bag, you don’t want a paper bag, you don’t want a cardboard box -- 

you can deliver it in their container.  But, again, by the agreement of both 

parties. 

  And, the point of this was to give alternatives on this one issue 

that affects about 2% of people in the state, give them choices, and hopefully 

provide enough choices that we solve this particular, very temporary issue.  

My belief is that the whole world of this is going to change over the course of 

the next 12 months, and I received very valid criticism, “You’re reacting too 

soon.  You’ve only had the bill in place for five months, and why not wait 

here before you do anything?”  Well, first of all, I know the legislative process 

-- like we all do -- nothing happens instantaneously in this place.  It may be 

a year before this bill actually gets out there.  And, things may change, even 

in a year.  But, I wanted to at least provide alternatives to customers. 
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  And, that being said, we did receive--  By the way, take a look.  

Take a look at the room.  And, you thought they were all here for divestiture.  

There’s a pile of people here because, for whatever reason, this is one of the 

most interesting bills, or one of the most interesting problems that we have 

in the Legislature.  But, a number of amendments have been proposed -- I’m 

not going to throw them out there because you’re going to hear about them.  

  The one is that the bag and cardboard box exemptions be limited 

to three years, because within three years the industry will absolutely figure 

out alternatives, in terms of how they deliver.  Another one is that we 

specifically put in the choices for the reusable bags, the first option, that 

people are encouraged to donate the reusable bags to community food banks.  

Community food banks need them tremendously.  Another alternative is a 

request from the community food bank people that we extend their 

exemption for three months.  I think sometime in November, the exemption 

ends-- 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  Yes, they said the holidays were coming up. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes, they say the holidays are their biggest 

time for moving food products, so they’re saying, “Please give us three more 

months to do that.”  So, there’s a proposed amendment to add the three 

months for the community food banks. 

  Any others that I’m missing? 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  (indiscernible) 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes.  And, by the way, at some point we 

are going to be talking about that.  But, not this bill, what bags are acceptable 

or not acceptable.  We’re not opening up the whole bill; it’s just about the 

delivery, curbside pickup aspect of groceries. 
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  So, with that introduction, there are 10,000 speakers signed up 

to speak.  (laughter) 

  So, let me mention the three good souls who want to express 

their opinion but don’t want to speak.  Ryan Berger, New Jersey Seed -- 

opposed, no need to testify.  And, then I don’t have a name on it, but the 

Industrial Longshoremen’s Association -- opposed, no need to testify.  You 

really need to put a name on the slip so we know who you are, so we know 

that it’s a real slip.  Melissa Miles, New Jersey Environmental Justice Alliance 

-- in favor, no need to testify. 

  And, now we have lots of people on both sides of the issue.  And, 

I’m not going to invite a pro up first, I’m going to invite a con up first, and 

you’re going to know the reason why as soon as she comes up.  Mary Ellen 

Peppard, New Jersey Food Council -- opposed. 

  Mary Ellen, I have a specific job for you.  Did you have somebody 

with you? 

M A R Y   E L L E N   P E P P A R D:  Yes (indiscernible) if that’s OK, 

Chairman, thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Sure, bring him up. 

  So, Mary Ellen, before you get started with your testimony, this 

was the knock-your-socks-off information last week.  Mary Ellen, would you 

go through the calculations -- Mary Ellen is with the Food Council -- of what 

the Food Council estimates to be the impact of the bill over the last five 

months in terms of paper bags and plastic bags.  And, then tell us what your 

assumptions were, OK? 

  MS. PEPPARD:  Yes, thank you so much, Chairman.  I 

appreciate the opportunity. 
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  As you noted, we have surveyed our members on this issue and 

out of a sampling of 160 grocery stores, they showed a reduction in single-

use paper bags from 1.1 million per month to zero, and then single-use plastic 

bags from 55 million per month to zero.  So, if you extrapolate around 2,000 

grocery stores in New Jersey, we can estimate that we’ve eliminated around 

3 billion single-use plastic bags and 68 million single-use paper bags in New 

Jersey over the past five months since this law -- since this ban has taken 

effect. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  I’m sorry, I didn’t hear that.  Would you 

please repeat it?  Those final numbers. 

  MS. PEPPARD:  The final numbers, Chairman?  Yes. 

  So, if we look at what our members have told us in the 2,000 

grocery stores, we’re looking at approximately the elimination of 3 billion 

single-use plastic bags, and 68 million single-use paper bags for the past five 

months. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Anybody still have the top of their head 

still on their heads? 

  SENATOR DURR:  Anybody do a study on how many bought 

and were taken into a store? 

  SENATOR SMITH:  No. No, they were not the numbers that 

they--  But, that’s not a bad thought. 

  Senator Durr would like to know how many single-use reusable 

bags were bought during that period.  Maybe you can give us -- not today, of 

course -- but, maybe you can do a little calculation among your 160 members, 

and see if you’d like to know that number, too. 
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  But, in terms of the prior waste, that number is mind blowing.  

It’s mind blowing.  This one bill is really working. 

  All right, now, Mary Ellen, you did a great service by telling us 

those numbers.  Now, I’m going to beat you up a little bit. 

  MS. PEPPARD:  (laughter) 

  SENATOR SMITH:  You’re in here to say we’ve only had five 

months, let’s get more experience, pretty much, right? 

  MS. PEPPARD:  I think that that’s certainly part of it, 

Chairman, yes. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  OK.  So, continuing with the question, 

where was Food Council on the original bill? 

  MS. PEPPARD:  We did, ultimately, support the original bill, 

Chairman. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  But, I would say, for the record, you guys 

were the hardest opponents we had of the bill for that entire process.  And, 

what I love about what you’re doing today is you’re saying, “This is the best 

bill that was ever done in the history of New Jersey, don’t touch it, leave it 

alone.” 

  So, with that preface, we would like your testimony. 

  MS. PEPPARD:  That you so much, Chairman. 

  We are, indeed, saying please leave it alone, please don’t touch 

it.  I think there’s a couple things--  And, you mentioned earlier, Chairman, 

that, in addition to the success we’ve had, the challenges with pickup, 

curbside, and delivery are only a small percentage, a very small percentage, of 

overall sales.  So, we just wouldn’t want to see the success of the overall 

program be undermined. 
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  Our members are not looking to go back to paper for a variety of 

reasons.  One, as of course you know, paper was included in the elimination 

of the ban because of its significant environmental impact.  At this point, our 

members don’t have paper bags; they have not purchased paper bags in many 

months, so they would not have a supply.  From an operational standpoint, 

one of the really, I think, difficult provisions of that particular option that 

you’ve laid out is that there’s different models of delivery.  One of the delivery 

models is essentially the shoppers are independent contractors, they come 

into the store just like any other shopper and check out just like any other 

shopper. 

  So, if we were to, for example, provide those same shoppers with 

the paper bags that would create a system where maybe they got paper bags 

but because they happen to be part of that delivery service, but the customer 

behind them doesn’t get paper bags, maybe that customer is upset, they’re 

taking it out on our store associates.  We see a lot of logistical problems with 

creating that type of system just, you know, based on that particular model.  

So, that’s something that I think is really going to be logistically and 

operationally difficult.  And, again, our members just don’t think that paper 

is the best to go back to that, from a sustainability standpoint. 

  I know some of the other options, obviously, laid out, Chairman.  

The proposed reused recycling systems that are in the bill, they are very 

complicated, they would be very difficult to implement in terms of having 

that sort of infrastructure and storage to take back the large volume of bags 

and sanitize them.  What that requires is a really overhaul of those store 

operations, it’s not something that our members are able to do right now.  

And, having to do that for free -- you know, that’s a provision in the bill -- 
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that’s really problematic.  Just like all of the other residents and employers, 

with the really high inflation, with supply-chain costs, higher costs of energy, 

of transportation -- unfortunately, they would have to raise prices if there was 

an additional fee, they wouldn’t be able to bear that cost.  So, we really don’t 

think that’s a great solution, either.  Certainly, we appreciate that you have  

-- we haven’t seen the amendments, that you put the food bags back in the   

-- the food banks back in the bill, that’s something that’s of really huge 

significance to our members. 

  I’ll just briefly touch upon some of the ideas and solutions that 

our members have, and then I’m sure I forgot some things that maybe Mike 

could add, Chairman.  Our members for the last five months have been 

exploring different options and potential solutions to these challenges, and 

one of them certainly is working with the local food banks and some other 

partners to facilitate the collection and donation of the bags.  That’s 

something that we want to really increase our education and awareness of.  

Some of our members, for example, are also able to, under online checkout, 

they’re able to offer options for pickup where the customer can check off that 

they don’t want a reusable bag, they don’t need any more.  So, we think that’s 

something that’s good. 

  As you know, some of the members -- you’ve spoken with some 

of them -- that have some of these closed-loop recycling systems as well set 

up.  There’s not a one-size-fits-all solution, our members are doing what 

they’re able to do for their stores, for their customers.  But, there’s a lot of 

innovation that’s going on as well.  I know you’re going to hear today from 

GOATOTE as well, so I won’t perhaps go into -- steal their thunder -- but, I 

think there’s a lot of innovation, and we are working to solve this problem.  I 
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think we’ve made a lot of strides, and we would like the opportunity to 

continue to improve upon that and, again, I just ask that you don’t re-open 

the bill at this time. 

  Thank you so much. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Mike. 

M I C H A E L   D.   D e L O R E TO, Esq.:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

  Michael DeLoreto from Gibbons PC.  We serve as government 

regulatory affairs council to the New Jersey Food Council. 

  I think Mary Ellen covered most of the points, there are just two 

things that I would state.  To go back to your first point, Mr. Chairman, 

about the Food Council’s evolution on this.  Over, I would say a decade ago, 

the Food Council was adamantly opposed to a ban or any type of provision 

dealing with paper and plastic.  And, the Food Council obviously evolved on 

that position, and, in 2018, the Food Council supported a bill which would 

have put a fee on both paper and plastic bags.  That bill was vetoed by the 

Governor, and the consensus at that point in time from some was that the 

bill didn’t go far enough, and the Food Council then supported a ban on both 

paper and plastic. 

  The only way that it works in order to reduce single-use products 

is that if you’re going to ban plastic, there needs to be a fee or a ban on paper.  

Otherwise, single-use plastic bags are just going to be replaced by single-use 

paper bags.  So, that’s the first point I would make, just upon the evolution 

of the Food Council’s view on this. 

  The second point I’d make is that, you know, there are questions 

as to the environmental sustainability of paper, and there’s debates on both 

sides of this.  And, I know, Chairman, that you said that we’re not going to 
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re-open the debate or re-open the discussion at this time about what should 

be considered a reusable bag, but if there are changes that are going to happen 

I think we need to look at the sustainability of bags overall and what bags are 

best for the environment.  That is lost here by just saying, “Well, we’re going 

to allow single-use paper bags.”  There was a reason why they were included 

in the bill the first time, and those reasons have not changed.  

  The last point I would make is just related to the independent-

contractor issue as it relates to certain delivery services.  Food stores do not 

control them; they are not employees of the third-party delivery service.  So, 

there is no way for us to be able to say that that third-party delivery service 

should be providing the bags to their shoppers.  They look to the food stores 

in order to use whatever bags are available.  That’s their business model; they 

can’t, as independent contractors, provide them bags.  And, the way that the 

definition of third-party online delivery service is written is that it relates 

solely to employees, it would not cover those services.  So, we’re stuck in the 

same position that we would be, where those third-party delivery services may 

end up using reusable bags, simply because there’s no way to mandate their 

use -- unless you put the burden on the food stores. 

  I’m happy to answer any questions. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Any questions?  (no response) 

  All right, thank you very much for your contribution. 

  Ed Potosnak, New Jersey League of Conservation Voters -- in 

favor. 

  MR. POTOSNAK:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Ed Potosnak, 

New Jersey League of Conservation Voters. 
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  We supported the legislation when it passed, and it is the most 

comprehensive bag legislation in America, and it is doing its job.  I think the 

Food Council lambasted me at one point when I said 4.4 billion bags were 

used a year, so, I did some quick math -- chemistry guy.  So, the number 

actually is higher:  7.2 billion bags, plastic single-use bags that were being 

used.  So, we didn’t get the numbers from them, we did some general 

estimates.  Turned out that we were conservative in that, which is fairly 

typical. 

  And then, in addition, we were cutting down about 1,300 

football fields of trees to satiate our paper bag usage, and we also wanted to 

see paper bags also be banned; and that makes sense.  We have gotten more 

calls about people who are getting home delivery -- particularly with the 

pandemic -- but other folks who have limited mobility or are 

immunocompromised, and their bags are piling up.  And, of course we tell 

them, “Bring them to the food pantries, they need them,” but, in a way, it’s 

only kicking the can down the road, because these bags will last a long time.  

Eventually, the food pantries won’t need them anymore as well. 

  The solutions that you’ve come up with -- and I’m sure there will 

be honing in the legislative process -- are more than reasonable.  The real 

solution is to, you know, do the milk kind of example, or a bag that you would 

get and, like at my farm share, comes in a wax box.  When the next one 

comes, I give them back the box, and then they wash it and they put more 

vegetables in and we just keep exchanging like that.  And, grocery stores can 

do that, too, it just takes a washer and dryer.  Bags come to me with food in 

it, next time they come, we give them back the bags, they wash them, they 

dry them, they use them again. 
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  But, that would be the most environmental.  We’re an 

environmental organization.  We might be negotiating with ourselves, saying 

we support paper in this interim while I figure out better systems, but we 

have to be reasonable, too.  It’s a small percentage of people that this is 

happening to, this is not everyone saying paper bags are OK for home 

delivery.  It’s not opening up a big can of worms, it’s not going to be the end 

of the world.  And, you know, paper bags in that limited sense are recyclable 

as well -- and they’re very easily recyclable, unlike the plastic ones that they’re 

currently delivering with. 

  So, we’re supportive of the legislation, and want to thank you for 

your leadership.  It is hard to open up a bill at all, and it’s hard to know if 

this is a big enough problem to deal with all of the people you’re about to 

talk to, but we think it is worth of this honing, and we appreciate your time 

on it. 

  Thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you. 

  Tony Russo, CIANJ -- in opposition. 

A N T H O N Y   R U S S O:  Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and members 

of the Committee.  Thanks for the opportunity to come and, again, Tony 

Russo with the Commerce and Industry Association of New Jersey.  We 

represent about 900 members including grocers, restaurants, and also the 

issue that I wanted to raise today, Mike from Gibbons kind of touched on it, 

is in the bill, the third-party delivery service. 

  What we don’t want to have happen here is a situation where 

the responsibility of the burden is shifted to them.  Again, we represent many 

of them, and it always goes back to the restaurant or the grocer in terms of 
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what type of bag.  So, we just want to be careful that responsibility is not 

shifted and the way that definition reads just needs to be clarified.  And, we 

also share the same concerns that the Food Council brought up. 

  So, thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you for your comments. 

  Adam Guziejewski.  I’m sorry for mashing your name.  You’re 

from Katz Governmental Affairs, and you say seeking amendments but no 

need to testify. 

  So, we’ll ask Carol Katz to come up, from Katz Governmental 

Affairs, who does want to testify -- seeking amendments. 

  Carol Katz, please. 

C A R O L   K A T Z:  Mr. Chairman, I’m wondering if I can ask 

(indiscernible), my client is on her way. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  You’d like to be put later in the batting 

order?  Not a problem. 

  MS. KATZ:  Thanks a lot. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Eric Benson, Clean Water Action -- in 

opposition. 

E R I C   B E N S O N:  All right, thank you very much folks for having me 

up here today. 

  I do want to start off by repeating this has been a very successful 

program.  I’m very proud of the work that we’ve all accomplished here.  As 

things have been opening back up, I had a couple of family reunions this 

summer, folks say, “What have you been up to?”  I explain, “When you forgot 

your bag in the car when you go grocery shopping?  That was my fault.”  I 
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took an army.  They’ve acknowledged it’s frustrating, but they are glad that 

the law is in place, too. 

  I have two little kids at home, and I have found the convenience 

of online ordering and curbside pickup very convenient.  I am part of a small 

minority facing the pile of flimsy bags.  In my haste to run out the door, I 

forgot to bring one to wave to you all. 

  I appreciate the sponsor’s sentiment and attempt to fix a niche 

problem, and I do appreciate your legislative expertise.  But, I do think it’s 

premature for a legislative fix.  The law has been in place for less than a year, 

and-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Eric, hold on one second.  I’m looking 

through the slips, we’ve got another slip from Clean Ocean Action, Kari 

Martin, who says -- it doesn’t say pro or con, but it says, “with amendments.” 

  MR. BENSON:  Right, so-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  But, since you’re both Clean Ocean Action, 

Kari-- 

  MR. BENSON:  Clean Water Action, Clean Ocean Action. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Oh, oh-- 

  MR. BENSON:  But, we do have a joint letter. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Sorry, sorry. 

  MR. BENSON:  It is complicated. 

  SENTOR SMITH:  Different; go ahead. 

  MR. BENSON:  So, the law has been in place for less than a year.  

Curbside pickup and delivery had over 18 months to prepare for this.  The 

fact that they did not prepare is not my fault.  Mandates like the 2020 single 

bag, foam, and straws-by-request law drive the need for remedies that lead to 
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innovation.  The answer to a single-use bag problem is not more single-use 

bags, but a call for innovation in recovering and recirculating. 

  Keep your mandate bar high.  Let businesses innovate, give the 

DEP and the Plastics Advisory Council a chance to do the work.  I know that 

this issue is at the top of their minds. 

  So, thank you for the opportunity to comment in the most 

interesting legislative committee in the Legislature. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you, Eric. 

  All right, next, who I mistakenly identified as representing the 

same group, Kari Martin, Clean Ocean Action -- not opposed or in favor, but 

with amendments. 

  Kari. 

K A R I   M A R T I N:  Good morning, Chairman, and Committee members, 

thank you so much for letting people to speak to you on this important 

matter. 

  My name is Kari Martin, I am the Advocacy Campaign Manager 

for Clean Ocean Action, and I am speaking today on behalf of Clean Ocean 

Action; Beyond Plastics; Environment New Jersey; Surfrider Foundation 

Jersey Shore Chapter; Clean Water Action; Save Barnegat Bay; Sierra Club 

New Jersey Chapter; and the New Jersey Environmental Justice Alliance. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  And, I believe you gave us this position in 

writing. 

  MS. MARTIN:  Yes, I gave you the joint statements.  It was 

emailed this morning. 

  I just want to highlight a few points from the testimony, from 

the organizations that have been working to ensure the implementation of 
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this law in a strong sense.  But, we do celebrate the numbers that were 

revealed today, of course, of the success -- the five-month success with 

millions of bags not distributed.  And, we want to celebrate that success and 

recognize that there are a couple of challenges, but overall a successful law is 

being implemented. 

  There are market solutions -- marketplace solutions -- that are 

underway that we need to give time for, but, also, they’re at the ready, and 

more will come.  We need to give it -- allow them to move forward with their 

ideas and innovation. 

  But, we believe at this time that S3114 should not -- I’m sorry, 

that the law should not be amended with S3114, because of some additional 

adverse consequences.  For example, removing -- we suggest that we remove 

the recycling method for reusable bags.  The purpose of the law as passed was 

to eliminate single-use items, specifically plastic film bags and then also paper 

bags.  So, the amendment that would allow recycling of these reusable 

carryout bags is unacceptable, because the main point was to make sure that 

they’re strong standards for these reusable bags, including being used 125 

times. 

  So, offering the option to recycle would not only make the 

development of new systems for reusable bags, but also with renters, those 

recyclable bags, likely single-use.  We’ve heard people throwing out some of 

these bags, so we want to make sure that those reusable bags are being put 

back into use for the grocery deliveries and grocery markets. 

  We also would like to promote reusables by removing the paper 

bag as an option at this time.  There was some mention about the third 

parties.  At this time, the law does not need to be reopened or amended for 
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third-party shoppers, because they could bring in paper bags as the third-

party shopper to do their assigned shopping.  Further, as we heard from the 

Food Council, the stores, they are not wanting the law to be opened at this 

time.  We worked hard to get those single-use items out of the hands of 

customers so we could promote the reusables in our state. 

  So, the option of paper bags are given and we heard other 

concerns about being inequity or concerns at the checkout.  Stores providing 

such an option would create in-store confusion for the in-store shoppers who 

are bringing their own bags.  We also should be -- paper bag amendment -- 

be included and move forward.  The provision -- the organizations would 

recommend no more than one year allowance for that.  We are strongly 

opposed to five years allowance for the time of using paper bags. 

  From the passage of the law in 2020, third-party delivery services 

in stores had 18 months to prepare and come into compliance, and 

(indiscernible) five years is way too long.  And, as you heard -- as you look 

here, and I know you’ve spoken to GOATOTE as one of the innovators that 

is available and can help to show that the information and the opportunities 

are here and waiting and need support. 

  Of course we support and would like to promote the donation of 

bags to food banks and pantries for those small amount of customers that are 

accumulating these bags.  I for one have had a closet full of reusable bags for 

probably 15 years, and I just keep them in circulation and wash them and 

donate them as needed.  But, for the food banks, they’re a particular need 

around the holidays, so for bags, and they’re not getting the bags now, so I 

think we could do a better job overall at all levels to promote the donation of 

reusable bags, informing shoppers that they need to be cleaned and not full 
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of rips and tears.  But, we do support giving three more months for them to 

get more bags to them and in their hands. 

  And, as was mentioned, and, as you know, Chairman, the Plastics 

Advisory Council which was established by the Single-Use Waste Reduction 

Act -- they’re monitoring and evaluating and assessing the implementation 

and the effectiveness of this law, and we’re just five months in, and they’re 

working very hard.  And, after a year of review, they will issue a report with 

recommendations for legislative or administrative actions for those 

improvements.  And, they had been taking up this issue just this week, of 

course. 

  So, if this bill moves forward, we’d like you to consider the two 

main points of reducing the timeline to one year for paper bags, and removing 

the recycling program amendment.  The Legislature should be proud of all 

the environmental benefits of this law, which has been in place and saved 

money for stores by not having to purchase those single-use bags, whether 

paper or plastic.  The home-delivery bag buildup is certainly a problem, but 

I think that could be addressed within a year.  And, it’s the recommendation 

of this group -- of the eight groups on this letter -- not to veer from the original 

intent of the law, the providing of provision for another type of single-use 

bag.  I think companies are ramping up, and short-term solutions such as 

donating to food banks and food pantries already exist. 

  Thank you so much for your consideration and time on this 

matter. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you for your comments. 

  Ray Cantor, in opposition.  NJBIA. 

  Ray. 
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  MR. CANTOR:  Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, members of 

the Committee; Ray Cantor, NJBIA. 

  Just three quick points, we won’t be long; I feel a lot has already 

been said. 

  One, we’re not sure if this bill is needed at this point in time, but 

if you are going to pass the bill, there are some provisions in here which we 

do support, we think are helpful.  But, then there are some others which are 

maybe unworkable, and I’m just going to quickly touch on all of this. 

  Again, as we’ve said before, this bill has only been in existence -- 

or implementation -- for a few months right now, and what we’re talking 

about, what we’re trying to address, is really only some complaints from some 

consumers who are accumulating bags and a very small percentage of your 

total bags that, you know, are being impacted by this legislation.  This is a 

problem, we believe, that the industry will ultimately address.  Business is 

very good at addressing consumer issues, and this, too, will work its way out.  

We don’t necessarily need to have a whole new revelatory program to address 

this relatively minor issue. 

  To the extent that the bill does move forward, we do support the 

flexibility that’s in here, allowing paper and cardboard and reusable bags as 

an option moving forward for the limited purposes of the home-delivery 

system.  However, we don’t understand, or we don’t support, a five-year ban 

on that flexibility; we’re talking about paper and cardboard, which are 

renewable products, they are recyclable, they are biodegradable.  We’re not 

sure why we want them banned for the first time -- and that’s what this bill 

would do -- cardboard boxes from being used after five years.  We think in 
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this limited circumstance, there’s no harm to allow more flexibility in 

providing this type of service. 

  I would like to mention as well that the bill does now, for the 

first time, incorporate third-party delivery services into the bill.  There are all 

different types of delivery services.  They all have different models of how 

they operate, and we don’t believe from what we’re hearing that the way the 

bill is currently structured works for many of those companies.  I think if you 

are going to move forward, I think you need to do more investigation as to 

how all these companies operate to make sure that, you know, it works for 

everyone.  It was mentioned before that a lot of these third parties are really 

independent contractors, so, again, you can’t have a one-size-fits-all 

regulatory program working in this industry without looking at it much more 

carefully and trying to craft a bill accordingly. 

  So, again, we don’t think the bill is needed at this time.  But, if 

you are going to do the bill, we do like the flexibility, we just don’t like all 

the regulatory provisions that are coming along with it. 

  Thank you very much.  

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you for your comments. 

  Doug O’Malley, Environment New Jersey -- with amendments. 

  MR. O’MALLEY:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman; Doug O’Malley, 

Director of Environment New Jersey. 

  I think this is one of the rare moments where Ray and I never are 

singing exactly from the same song book, but there are some similarities with 

the concerns that are being raised. 
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  We strongly support the testimony from Clean Water Action 

and Clean Ocean Action regarding proposed amendments we would like to 

see in this legislation if it does move forward. 

  But, before I talk about that, I just wanted to come back to your 

statements, Mr. Chairman, kicking off this bill.  But this has been a wild 

success, and I wanted to thank you, not only for your work to pass this bill 

in the last session, but going back to the summer of 2018 and the hearing in 

Toms River where you convened a multitude of stakeholders -- including 

scientists from Rutgers University -- who testified on the impact that plastic 

pollution is having on our environment, and even on our public health 

because the amount of plastic particles don’t just disappear.  Something that 

exists for 15 minutes shouldn’t impact not only our wildlife, but shouldn’t 

impact our public health.  And, that’s what that testimony four years ago 

focused on, is that we are finding plastic particles in our bodies.  We’re 

finding plastic particles in our water supply and water bodies throughout the 

state, and obviously, a huge source of that was single-use plastic bags. 

  What you’ve heard in the testimony from the New Jersey Food 

Council was clearly a massive success.  Whether you--  The fact that we’re 

measuring the elimination in the billions of bags speaks to how this law is 

working.  We also appreciate your fact to tweak the bill; want to make it 

better, want to make it stronger.  That being said, you know, the amendments 

that were read in, I wanted to emphasize just a couple of them.  You’re going 

to hear testimony shortly from GOATOTE, who has been working with the 

Plastics Advisory Council that is run by DEP.  The Advisory Council is the 

exact place that we need to be coming up with a solution -- ideally sooner 

rather than later. 
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  And, so, you’ve already heard from multiple speakers that five 

years is too long; you, yourself, were saying that three years might be good.  

We would say one year, because nothing focuses the mind like a deadline.  

Obviously, the industry has had 18 months to prepare and now five months 

after a law has been implemented, we think we can come up with a solution 

within a year, and honestly, this shouldn’t be rocket science. 

  I also want to emphasize the importance of the food banks 

themselves.  In the law right now, the language that will extend the exemption 

another three months, we strongly support that.  We’re not sure that needs 

to be in the legislation, because DEP has the ability to do that, and food 

banks have already been indicating their desire to extend that deadline.  We 

would just simply urge DEP to use its regulatory authority to extend that 

deadline. 

  I also want to emphasize, too, we’ve heard multiple folks talk 

about the need or the ability to donate to food banks.  The Community Food 

Bank of New Jersey has a great website literally showing you food banks in 

your local neighborhood, and that’s a reminder that that isn’t the long-term 

solution, but it is a very good short-term solution.  

  I also wanted to read into the record a statement from an 

executive director from a local Central Jersey food bank who just emailed me 

this morning.  She says, “I’m in full agreement with your position on the 

Senate bill tweaking the legislation.  Why after only five months, and why 

five years?  A non-profit providing meals to thousands every week can handle 

this, which we’ve done since early May, not taking the extra six months being 

allowed to non-profits.  And truly businesses can accommodate.”  Obviously, 

that’s not necessarily a universal position, but, it is a reminder that food 
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banks are changing.  We obviously want to make sure that we’re providing 

an opportunity, you know, not to tweak the law immediately, give this time 

if this bill does move forward to create a deadline of one year. 

  And, I wanted to end my testimony just by emphasizing one 

aspect of this bill that really doesn’t sit right, which is the fact that reusable 

bags -- we should not be recycling a reusable bag after one time.  That does 

not fit the definition for a reusable bag; that inherently becomes a single-use 

bag.  We already have a problem right now with the public with recycling.  If 

you go to any recycling center, one of their biggest issues, historically, has 

been plastic bags.  We don’t want to create an issue where reusable bags 

suddenly are “recyclable” and people start putting it in the blue bins.  So, we 

would strongly encourage the removal of the recycling programs for reusable 

bags.  

  Thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you, Doug. 

  Next, in opposition -- John Holub, New Jersey Retail Merchants 

Association.  John. 

J O H N   H O L U B:  Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, members of the 

Committee. 

  I’m John Holub with the New Jersey Retail Merchants 

Association.  I won’t be repetitive of our friends at the Food Council.  We 

share their concerns along the operational lines with the third-party concern, 

challenges that this bill brings. 

  I do just want to put a little finer point on probably our biggest 

concern, which revolves around all the reusable bags, the provisions with 

reusable bags.  Specifically, the return, the sanitation, and reuse.  There 
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simply is no infrastructure in place to achieve that at this moment, and from 

what I understand my members, there was nothing in development -- 

currently in development.  So, that’s just simply not achievable in the short-

term. 

  As far as the recycling, that’s something that my members are 

interested in exploring further, but there are a whole host of challenges that 

come along with that as well.  Mainly, there’s no standardized recyclable 

reusable bag.  So, they’re all various different products, so obviously to 

recycle, you now have several different streams to try and recycle those 

products.  So, there are a significant number of challenges. 

  So, I realize these provisions are optional, but I just want you to 

understand that none of them, in the short-term, we believe are achievable at 

this time. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you for your comments. 

  MR. HOLUB:  Great; thank you, sir. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Frank Brill. 

  Frank, you’re not identifying yourself as the New Jersey 

Association of Recyclers.  You have ISRF -- what is that? 

F R A N K   B R I L L:  It’s bad handwriting. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  OK. 

  MR. BRILL:  It’s ISRI -- the Institute of Scrap Recycling 

Industries-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  OK-- 

  MR. BRILL:  --Which is why we always use ISRI. 

  At any rate, I am here to offer ISRI’s full support for the bill.  

There’s three particular reasons why. 
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  We want to let you know that -- or remind you -- that paper bags 

are 100% recyclable; 100%.  They already are being recycled in the existing 

residential curbside infrastructure, and they are one of the most valuable 

materials in municipal recycling streams.  We didn’t think it was necessary 

to have them in the original bill, and we’re glad to see that, at least for five 

years, you’re going to reconsider that.  We hope this sticks and remains in 

perpetuity, because these bills already are being recycled, they’re put to the 

best environmental use possible already, and they’re supporting recycling 

programs. 

  We also agree that creating reuse and recycling programs for 

reusable bags -- we also agree with that, if such programs include substantial 

input and participation from the recycling industry.  The recycling industry’s 

expertise is critical to ensure that recyclable bags provided by stores and 

delivery services are produced and handled responsibly and have viable end 

markets when recycled. 

  And, to counter something you heard a few minutes ago -- and I 

don’t know if this is universal -- but, I know one company in New Jersey 

today that is recycling reusable bags, and they are in Piscataway/New 

Brunswick.  So, I don’t know--  And, I’m sure if they’re doing it, other people 

are doing it as well.  So, you’ve heard that they’re not being recycled; that’s 

not true. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So, if you wouldn’t mind, I would 

appreciate more information about that. 

  MR. BRILL:  Sure. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  If you can email us a little info. 

  MR. BRILL:  I would be glad to get that to you. 
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  That’s it.  We support it enthusiastically. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Frank, thank you very much for your 

comments. 

  Phil Rozenski from Novolex -- in opposition. 

P H I L I P   R O Z E N S K I:  Good morning, Chairman, thank you for 

having me. 

  Besides giving testimony at the very end, just last night, we were 

able to complete polling -- we had an independent polling group poll this 

issue for the State of New Jersey, and I wasn’t able to add that to my 

testimony, but I would like to use those highlights and we’ll make sure we get 

a copy to all the Committee members. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Sure. 

  MR. ROZENSKI:  Members of the Senate Environment and 

Energy Committee, good morning, and thank you for the opportunity to 

present testimony regarding S3114, concerning the use of paper bags for 

home delivery and store pickup. 

  My name is Phil Rozenski, and I represent Novolex, a leading 

producer of paper bags and sustainable food packaging here in New Jersey.  

As a matter of fact, we’re a leading producer of paper bags in the United 

States, and one of our largest facilities is here in Elizabeth, where we employ 

240 New Jerseyans that are members of the International Longshoremen’s 

Association. 

  We agree with the Committee in that we don’t want to see any 

packaging in waterways and in other habitats.  We agree that the bill is a step 

in the right direction today, but if not amended it won’t fully solve the 

challenges in the current law.  The public has clearly demonstrated that home 
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delivery and pickup does not fit the reusable bag model, and there is a need 

for sustainable paper bag option.  But, we should also recognize that many of 

the recently wasted reusable bags were also a product of store checkout 

counters. 

  We’re all human.  We all forget things.  And, there’s no exception 

with bringing bags to the store.  We know that on the way home, we may 

need to pick up a few items, and didn’t bring our bags.  Or, when we’re 

shopping, maybe you did bring your bags when you purchased five bags worth 

of stuff, and you only brought four.  So, there are times where we are forced 

to purchase plastic reusable bags that typically can’t be recycled, although 

they are designed to be reusable.  But, in this scenario, they are now simply 

single use.  Calling the bag reusable doesn’t make it so.  Rather, it’s how its 

acquired and how its used that determines if it’s single use or reusable.  

Allowing people to supplement reusable bags with sustainable paper bags 

would reduce this new and rapidly growing form of plastic waste. 

  Here are some of the highlights of why sustainable paper bags are 

a solution in this case.  They are locally produced here in New Jersey, we do 

make them with greater than 40% recycled content.  And, I will note that 

very little of our paper is used from trees.  Actually, where we get our craft 

paper now is we’ve helped open two mills in the midwest that were shuttered, 

and when we recycle e-commerce boxes at home, that’s what we’re using to 

make that paper in a paper bag.  So, from beginning to end, they are 

sustainable, they are reused at home, they’re renewable, compostable, and 

they’re the only grocery option we’re talking about today that can go in a 

curbside recycling bin.  A system to bring it back exists for almost everybody 

in New Jersey today. 
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  There are many other great factors when it comes to paper.  

While reusable bags are part of a sustainable solution, any product used 

excessively or improperly is no longer a sustainable product; it’s just a bag.  

Reusable bags are almost always imported from Asia, most often from China, 

and when it comes to recycling, by the way, the reason they’re hard to recycle 

is we have to buy them for our customers and we’ve been buying them in the 

millions and tens of millions for New Jersey.  But they’re made of so many 

different materials with stitched handles -- that’s what keeps them from being 

recyclable, is they’re not consistently made. 

  One of Novolex’s largest paper bag facilities, as I said, is actually 

located here in Elizabeth, where we employ over 240 people -- all union 

members.  While New Jersey has banned paper bags, it’s actually choosing to 

make jobs in China, and our head count is already down in Elizabeth; this 

had impacts, real impacts. 

  The takeaway is clear:  Sustainable paper bags at the checkout 

counter are a win for the environment, for unionized jobs, for New Jerseyans 

at the store.  So, on behalf of our employees, thank you for your time. 

  The polling that we did -- we had an independent poll in the 

agency to ask people in New Jersey what they thought of the law.  Currently, 

53% of New Jerseyans would like the bill repealed, and only 35% of it want 

it to remain as it is today.  When asked about solutions, 90% of New 

Jerseyans would like to have paper bags at the checkout counter and for home 

delivery become a solution.  There are other things in the polling I think 

you’ll find very interesting, but I think it’s important to highlight that the 

public has noticed this, and they do feel that paper at the checkout could be 

a solution.  I think people have also brought up other things worthy of 
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discussion.  I think if there’s a fee to reduce consumption so, it’s not excessive 

for that as well.  But, we will make sure that everybody on the Committee 

gets this, and we hope that you will listen not only to us, but the public on 

behalf of our employees. 

  Thank you. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you for your comments, and we look 

forward to seeing the study. 

  Mark Nathan, Plastic Tech Free.  If I have that right.  In 

opposition. 

G E N E   B E N F A T T I:  Good afternoon, Chairman, and Committee 

members.  Thank you for allowing us to speak today.  Can everybody hear 

me OK?  OK. 

  My name is Gene Benfatti, and my partner here is Mark Nathan.  

We are the co-founders of a company -- a New Jersey-based company -- called 

PlasTechFree.  We are suppliers of all plant-based, non-plastic items. 

  Now, back in May, there was a ban on single-use plastic bags; 

that’s great.  But, then reusable bags came along and, in many supermarkets, 

retailers that are using or providing or selling reusable bags--  What’s 

interesting that I found when I looked inside the reusable bag is that they’re 

made of polypropylene.  Polypropylene is a plastic.  So, we went from a single-

use, very thin bag, and then we allowed a very thick reusable plastic bag to 

take its place.  Eventually, that bag is going to break.  No one is going to sew 

the handle back on; they’re going to take that bag and throw it away. 

  So, we went from one problem, and we now compounded it 10 

times, because when it gets to the landfill, it’s the forever bag; it’s always 

going to be there.  It’s just going to pile up more in our environment.  
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  Next, there was the possibility of going to paper bags, which 

everyone is speaking about today.  Paper bags have a very negative impact on 

the environment.  First of all, it takes them about 20 years to grow, they’re 

not as sustainable -- yes, they’re sustainable, but it takes very long for them 

to grow to maturity.  It takes much resources and water and chemicals to 

process the wood into paper, which adds more harmful effects to our 

environment. 

  Now, I believe we’re speaking--  You have mentioned about the 

possible thought of going to a plant-based bag, which is hemp.  Well, hemp 

is great; hemp is a biodegradable, plant-based, compostable bag.  But, what 

we’re here to speak about today is corn plastic.  Corn plastic is a, of course, 

plant-based, very durable, looks, acts like plastic, but is not plastic.   

  What’s important also about corn-based bags is that they are 

certified, traceable certifications that will allow the consumer to look at a bag 

and know that it’s a plant-based bag, and that it by being certified by a very 

reputable world-renowned testing facility called TUV Austria.  They are the 

top of the line when it comes to, and everyone goes to them for the highest 

standards of testing bags for compostability.  So, most corn bags, it is 

important to check that they are certified.  Certified home-compostable bags 

will disintegrate in the ground within 180 days. 

  Hemp bags, I’m not sure if they have the certifications yet in that 

aspect.  But, hemp bags are very limited in what they can do.  It is a plant-

based bag, but corn-based bags are very versatile.  Corn-based materials made 

out of single-use plastic bags -- excuse me, single-use reusable bags; produce 

bags; Ziploc bags; garbage bags-- 
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  SENATOR SMTIH:  So, listen.  I appreciate the comments 

about this new product that you have. 

  Wrong forum.  This is about the bill.  So, if you have comments 

about the bill, we’d like to hear it.  But, what I’d like you to do is take your 

presentation about this new product to the Plastics Council.  They’re going 

to give us recommendations about the legislation, whether or not we need to 

change the definition of a reusable bag. 

  But, really not the topic today, and we’re only running into 1 

p.m., and, at some point, we’re all going to fall over. 

  So, if you have comments about the bill, we’d like to hear them.  

Otherwise, please save the presentation for the Plastics Council. 

M A R K   N A T H A N:  Yes, we have a--  This is Mark Nathan. 

  We have--  The bill is great and we support the bill.  But we have 

an alternative to that reusable bag.  The materials that-- 

  SENATOR SMTIH:  Yes, but we’re not doing that today. 

  MR. NATHAN:  OK. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  What about the bill itself are you asking -- 

are you asking for an amendment to the bill? 

  MR. NATHAN:  Yes. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  What is the amendment? 

  MR. NATHAN:  The amendment is that you allow the use of 

cornstarch-based products to replace reusable bags. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  It may be a terrific amendment, but we 

need a recommendation from the Plastics Council about that.  I need you to 

go present your case there. 

  MR. NATHAN:  OK. 
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  SENATOR SMITH:  We’re all smart people, I think, but we need 

the real experts coming back to us. 

  So, we appreciate you taking the time to come in, but I’d save it 

for the Plastics Council, all right?  

  MR. NATHAN:  OK. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thanks, guys. 

  MR. BENFATTI:  Thank you very much. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Jennifer Coffey, the Association of New 

Jersey Environmental Commissions -- in favor. 

  Is Ms. Coffey here? 

J E N N I F E R   M.   C O F F E Y:  I’m coming.  (laughter) 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Oh, I’m sorry, I didn’t see you. 

  MS. COFFEY:  It’s hard to stand up after sitting for so long. 

  Good afternoon; thank you, Chairman, thank you, senators, for 

the opportunity to speak here today. 

  Jennifer Coffey, I’m the Executive Director of an organization 

known as ANJEC.  The Association of New Jersey Environmental 

Commissions is a 53-year-old nonprofit organization that helps 

municipalities make good decisions about the environment. 

  I want to first thank you for starting today’s most interesting 

hearing with the Rutgers Environmental Steward Program.  We are big fans.  

We have been teaching at that program for about 10 years for the 

certifications, and we are proud partners of Dr. Chris Obropta in all of his 

stormwater-management work, and have helped coordinate dozens of those 

green infrastructure projects with environmental commissions.  So, thank you 

for sharing that information today. 
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  I also want to thank you for having this hearing.  And, as you 

said at the beginning, this new law -- the Plastic Pollution Reduction Act -- 

has been a phenomenal success.  We are very proud of it, we are proud of the 

more than 180 municipal ordinances that were cast in support of ending 

plastic pollution.  And, also, like you said, Chairman, as with any big piece of 

new legislation, you do the best you can and you make provisions where you 

see there will be improvements; you evaluate how the law is being 

implemented; and then you go back and make improvements to make it even 

better. 

  So, we are supportive of the legislation introduced today with 

amendments.  And, quickly, those amendments are:  One of the things we 

haven’t talked about yet in today’s hearing is the third-party language, and 

we would suggest removing the provisions regarding the third-party language 

allowing for paper bags.  And, that’s simply because there’s no way at this 

point in time to identify, for example, Jen Coffey shopping for her personal 

home in her kitchen, versus Jen Coffey shopping as a Doordash or an 

Instacart employee.  And, how do I certify that I can get a paper bag when 

I’m acting as a Doordash or Instacart employee -- for the record I’m not, I’m 

using a hypothetical -- versus when I am my own personal self? 

  So, we think that language is a little confusing, and we suggest 

deleting, respectfully, the third-party grocery delivery language while allowing 

for grocery delivery services who have their own employees -- so, the 

Wakeferns, the ShopRites, the Whole Foods, who have their own employees 

-- to use a paper bag. 

  Next, we would appreciate if there was some additional language 

regarding a deposit, because, like some of our colleagues, we would love to 
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see moved -- this system moved towards a more reusable system -- and have 

a take back.  So, we get grocery delivery, and then when you’re done 

unloading, you go ahead and you hang your bag on your doorknob and they 

pick it up next time they come around.  And, there may be a deposit for that, 

and we’re OK with that, and we hope that that can change, be clarified-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Jen, just a quick response-- 

  MS. COFFEY:  Yes. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Not going to fly. 

  MS. COFFEY:  OK. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  It won’t pass this legislature.  I appreciate 

the comment, but-- 

  MS. COFFEY:  Yes, you know we’re always-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  --I don’t know anybody who is going to be 

jumping up in this state to put deposits on this bill. 

  MS. COFFEY:  We would appreciate a clarification with 

enforcement, to make sure that the same enforcement provisions from the 

original law carry forward with this law, regarding violations, so, just a 

clarification on that. 

  We share some of the same testimony that has been given from 

various people today about the lack of recyclability of reusable bags, because 

they are made from different materials.  So, we think reusable and low impact 

for paper bags is a way to go, but we’re not so sure that they can be recycled 

in an effective manner at this time. 

  And, second to last, we also think five years is a little bit long.  

We think five months -- we’ve seen tremendous success, and five years is 

probably a little too long to adapt, and I would love to see that shortened up. 
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  One thing I do want to note is that we are firmly opposed to any 

suggestion to incorporate plastic film, and, so, I appreciate you running any 

suggestions through the Plastic Advisory Council, where we really have a suite 

of experts to analyze various plastic film products that may be emerging. 

  And, we continue to maintain concern about a particular 

reusable bag that’s called a heat pressed, or an ultrasonically stitched bag.  

And, in our experience, we’re seeing those bags rip pretty quickly, so we’re 

also working with the Commissioner of the DEP to look at the DEP 

certification of those heat stitched or ultrasonic bags. 

  But, in general, we think this is a good thing to do to move 

forward and to look at how the law is going and try to make it even better, 

and we think an elegant and simple solution is to look at limited use of the 

paper bag as well as the boxes that you’ve talked about. 

  So, thank you, Chairman, and thank you Senators.  If there’s any 

questions. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you, Ms. Coffey. 

  Gene Benfatti from PlasTechFree -- Mr. Benfatti, are you here?  

(no response) 

  OK.  Oh, he was a part of the three-person panel. 

  OK, Carol Katz, who asked to be a little later in the order.  Carol 

does not mark -- she’s from Katz Government Affairs, she’s representing the 

American Forest and Paper Association, and she’s indicated that she’s seeking 

amendments. 

  Carol. 

C A R O L   K A T Z:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the 

Committee. 
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  Thank you very much for the opportunity to speak with, along 

with Abigail Sztein from the American Forest and Paper Association, today.  

Thank you, also, for moving us to the back of the line, because that meant 

that Abby could be here and give you more expert testimony than I could 

have done on my own, so we appreciate that. 

  So, with that, I’ll turn it over to Abby. 

A B I G A I L   S Z T E I N:  Yes, good afternoon; apologizes for my tardiness.  

I was sitting on a train that wasn’t moving for 90 minutes before we got to 

get on our way, so, I was going to be here on time. 

  Thank you for allowing me to participate.  Carol has introduced 

me; AF&PA is the national trade association representing the forest products 

manufacturing industry.  In New Jersey, that’s nearly 13,000 individuals in 

125 facilities with an annual payroll of nearly $1.13 billion, and a 

manufacturing output exceeding $3.35 billion, annually. 

  So, unfortunately, the bill only temporarily and partially lifts the 

ban on paper bags which was, we believe, unnecessary.  We are concerned 

that this bill will disrupt cardboard box recovery, and it also suggests that 

boxes cannot be continued to be used in five years, and it makes continued 

reference to the difference between pre- and post-consumer recycled content.  

And, so, for these reasons, we need to request an amendment to Senate Bill 

3114. 

  We believe that paper bags did not belong in the bill to ban 

single-use plastics, and now New Jersey residents are paying the price.  

Removing the ban on paper bags can help to solve the problems that have 

arisen from the law.  Paper bags are locally produced, reusable, sustainable, 

and the only grocery bag that consumers can recycle at home in their curbside 
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bin.  Paper bag and forest product-related manufacturing supports thousands 

of family wage jobs and union jobs here in New Jersey. 

  For a little bit of context of paper bags or the paper industry’s 

environmental stewardship, 68% of paper was recovered for recycling in 

2021, and we have met or exceeded 63% every year since 2009.  In fact, 

according to the U.S. EPA, more paper by weight is recovered for recycling 

from municipal waste streams than plastic, glass, steel, and aluminum 

combined.  Not to mention, New Jersey-specific, 91% of New Jersey residents 

have access to curbside recycling, so they could be recycling their paper bags. 

  So, our key concerns with the bill.  The issue that arose with 

reusable bags in delivery and pickup is not an isolated issue, but, it’s a 

demonstration of the larger impact of shifting entirely to reusable bags, so 

that there is now no recyclable option for stores and customers to use.  Every 

bag that’s now introduced in New Jersey will remain in the environment with 

no end-of-life plan.  Paper bags are 100% recyclable, made from a renewable 

resource, and they’re made in New Jersey. 

  We propose that paper bags no longer be banned in New Jersey 

grocery stores, and we further propose that paper be added to the list of 

material options defining reusable bags.  If polypropylene, PET non-woven 

fabric, nylon, cloth, and hemp are all acceptable materials for reusable bags, 

why is paper not allowed to accomplish that?  We further recommend adding 

glued handles to the definition, as the state definition of stitched handles 

already includes certain other language. 

  The bill also makes reference to temporarily using cardboard 

boxes for grocery e-commerce.  Cardboard boxes are not in the scope of the 

single-use plastics bill, they’re not mentioned in the state law, and it’s not 
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clear why cardboard boxes are brought up at all when there’s currently no 

restriction on their use.  We request an amendment to remove all reference 

to cardboard boxes in the bill.  My reasons for this -- while cardboard boxes 

are widely used as a shipping option, and are great for that purpose, they’re 

not widely used for carry-out packaging because they’re heavier and stronger 

than necessary for the carry-out use.  It’s unclear why there would be any 

restriction on cardboard use in five years; they are recovered at 91.4% for 

2021, and there is simply no need or reason to restrict their use should they 

be a necessary option in some stores. 

  On the other hand, if stores are incentivized to give out boxes as 

consumer carry-out packaging, then boxes would be removed from the 

commercial collection channel, where the recovery rate is very high, and 

shifted to the residential channel, where the recovery rate is still high but it 

is lower. 

  I direct you to AF&PA’s written testimony for more detailed 

information and for sources to the information I cited. 

  Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you for your comments. 

  Questions?  (no response) 

  All right, Zachary Taylor, American Recyclable Plastic Bag 

Alliance -- seeking amendments. 

Z A C H A R Y   T A Y L O R:  Good afternoon, Chairman. 

  Good afternoon, I’m Zachary Taylor, I’m the Director of the 

American Recyclable Plastic Bag Alliance, we represent the U.S. 

manufacturers and recyclers of plastic bags.  We’re here today seeking 

amendments to the bill.  We appreciate the recognition and some of the 
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hiccups that have happened since implementation.  I want to share a stat 

with you. 

  Data from the U.S. ITC notes that the United States is on track 

to import an additional 500 million stitched-handle plastic bags in the year 

2022.  Products like this are made of plastics like polypropylene of the woven 

and nonwoven varieties, as well as nylon and polyester and PET.  They 

cannot be recycled. 

  We appreciate the recognition that one solution to dealing with 

the home-delivery issue and the single-use crisis of these bags not being used 

the requisite number of times to be more environmentally friendly than a 

single-use plastic bag is recycling.  As opposed to creating a new mandate that 

retailers and restaurants, some of which may be as small as 50 feet by 50 feet, 

figure out a way to sanitize these bags and return them to consumers, 

recycling through the store take-back program which we have pioneered with 

our partners in the retail sector, is available, and a solution that is worth 

looking at. 

  There are reusable film bags that are designed and manufactured 

to withstand 125 reuses.  Whether you use them once, five times, or 10 times, 

they can be returned to the store to be recycled.  This helps solve a problem 

of ensuring that we are not substituting one type of plastic bag that can be 

recycled with the type of plastic bag that cannot. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So, same advice we gave to the prior panel.  

Go to the Plastics Council. 

  We are not smart enough -- well, some of us are smart enough; I 

know at least two members who are smart enough to figure that out.  But, we 

do want to see a recommendation from the New Jersey Plastics Council.  As 
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a matter of fact, I think there are some members out there.  We really -- one 

of the things we really want you to do is take a look at the bags and see if 

there’s an improvement in it.  But, you’re not going to sell us today on 

changing it.  Plastics still have a 9% recycling rate in the entire United States 

of America, and maybe even the world. 

  They’re not--  We’re trying to get away from plastic as much as 

we can, so it probably is a good reason to take a look at the bags that we’ve 

authorized with stitched handles.  But, the Plastics Council.  You’ve got to 

go through them if you have a good suggestion for an alternative.  OK? 

  MR. TAYLOR:  I appreciate that, Senator, and thank you for 

your time. 

  SENATOR SMITH:   Thank you very much. 

  And our last speaker -- I’m sorry.  Our last speaker is Chad 

Lundahl, who is the Co-Owner of GOATOTE. 

  Now, the--  And again, you maybe get the same advice, go to the 

Plastics Council.  But, GOATOTE is now in New Jersey.  They have set up 

what I think is a pretty unique approach to our bag issue, and you’re in New 

Jersey.  You’re actually in New Jersey supermarkets, and it’s working, and I 

think you’d like to hear this, because this shows you the kind of innovation 

that’s out there, but not necessarily that we’re going to adopt his product or 

adopt his way of doing business.  It’s just extremely interesting. 

  So, with that background, Chad, take it away. 

C H A D   L U N D A H L:  Thank you very much. 

  Thank you, Chairman and esteemed members of the Committee. 
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  Like the Chairman mentioned, my name is Chad Lundahl.  I am 

the co-founder at GOATOTE.  GOATOTE is a reusable-bag system operating 

right here in the State of New Jersey. 

  The State of New Jersey has set a new standard for bag laws 

across the country, being proactive leaders while laying out the blueprint for 

the rest of the country to follow suit, and it should be applauded.  Providing 

my perspective today as a person who is extremely knowledgeable about 

reusable bags and the systems that accompany them, I have this knowledge 

because our company has been developing and innovating a reusable-bag 

system for the last seven years.  We understood that policy change such as 

that in New Jersey is the driving force for the future of environmental 

innovation and the economy, and why we decided to roll our business out in 

New Jersey. 

  Amending the bill, allowing e-commerce platforms to revert back 

to single-use, would be a disservice for the amazing work put forth by 

everyone in this room today.  The lack of effort from retailers and third-party 

services is why we’re here today.  They should not be rewarded with an 

extension of single-use waste, especially when supporting systems exist in 

New Jersey today.  These hurdles we face were anticipated months prior to 

the bans going live.  Retailers and third-party services saw these exact 

problems far in advance and willingly chose to disregard existing solutions. 

  What’s needed are the same retailers and third-party delivery 

services to show corporate responsibility for doing business in the State of 

New Jersey.  New Jersey cannot take steps forward without a true effort from 

retailers and third-party delivery services to engage the solutions that are out 

there, and integrate the foundation necessary for successful and sustainable 
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bag transition in e-commerce.  Especially when there is no cost for the retailer 

or the third-party services to implement reuse systems like GOATOTE. 

  The focus needs to be on providing the people of New Jersey a 

system where they can access clean bags, return dirty bags no matter where, 

when, or how they shop.  This ubiquitous approach and omni-channel 

approach is why we started GOATOTE.  We are here to be the bridge for 

New Jersey during this inevitable transition away from single use. 

  It’s time to take this negative surrounding the e-commerce and 

turn it into a positive.  Looking at how to integrate reuse systems like 

GOATOTE is going to open up new streams of revenue for these third-party 

delivery services.  Bring new sustainability data that doesn’t exist today.  Not 

just for saving a single-use plastic bag, that’s already been done by the State 

of New Jersey.  But, we’re talking about saving reusable bags. 

  Chairman, Committee, we know not amending this bill will begin 

to attract more existing reuse companies and innovation into the New Jersey 

space.  We know this because they reach out to us on a daily basis.  The 

circular economy is here, and building out the interoperable reuse systems 

will set the economic base for long-term success and future economic growth 

within New Jersey. 

  I will leave you with this:  Reuse systems work.  And, what better 

way to bring positive press, visibility, and sustainability data than highlight 

the Number 1 item to leave retail every single day:  a bag.  New Jersey citizens 

have already showed you that they are ready for a reusable bag system.  The 

fact that people have tens or hundreds of reusable bags at home now in their 

house shows they understand these bags are not to be thrown out and not to 

go down the waste stream.  Now it’s our job to give them the infrastructure 
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for what they’re calling for:  A way to get a clean bag, return a dirty one, let 

us sanitize them and put them back into the system for continued reuse. 

  Thank you for your time. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Oh, Chad, you disappointed me. 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  I’m sorry. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  I wanted you to tell the Committee how 

the system works. 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  OK. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  I’ll explain. 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  I thought I wasn’t supposed to pitch my 

product. (laughter) 

  SENATOR SMITH:  As I understand it, you pay a buck for 

unlimited reusable bags, and they have a kiosk set up in the supermarket.  

You pay a buck for unlimited -- you want 20 bags, you take the 20 bags. 

  As long as you turn the bags back within 30 days, no additional 

cost.  Next time you go to the market--  And, by the way, they take them at 

the supermarket-- 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  I can give you that pitch if you would like. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  --and they now clean them, and they reuse 

them.  And, if there’s any kind of a rip or whatever, you repair them, and 

they got reused how many times? 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  We have not had an end-of-life on a bag yet. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  But, so, some of them are over-- 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  Over 200. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So no waste, all right. 
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  MR. LUNDAHL:  And, at the end, bags -- we use a Number 5, 

nonwoven. 

  MR. GURRENTZ:  Can you turn on your microphone please? 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Say it again? 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  We use a Number 5 nonwoven polypropylene 

for those exact reasons, so we can mend and repair.  And, we actually use the 

material that we mend and repair with, we weigh it out prior to repairing the 

bag, and we can use that data to compare against what a brand new reusable 

bag would, you know, measure against. 

  So, a few grams of repair versus throwing that entire bag out and 

getting an entire new bag is a waste. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  And, the way you make money is by not 

having to buy new bags. 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  Correct. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So, it’s like-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  I missed something here, maybe. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Well, I’ll tell you what.  You want to ask 

the question, what happens if somebody doesn’t return the bag?  And, the 

answer is then they get charged.  And the charge is two bucks a bag? 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  Two dollars a bag.  If you return that bag at 

any point in time after-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  Are you not getting paid to clean them? 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  Sorry, say that again? 

  SENATOR DURR:  Are you not getting paid to clean them and 

repair them?  Who is paying-- 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  Our customers are paying us. 
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  SENATOR SMITH:  That’s the one buck, right? 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  Yes.  A dollar service fee; it’s a flat service      

fee-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Because-- 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  --one dollar every order. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Because the bottom line is-- 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  So, you can get 10 bags for a dollar. 

  SENATOR SMITH: --there’s no additional cost to them on the 

cleaning.  They don’t have to buy a new bag.  But, if the customer doesn’t 

return it, then they get charged for the bag, and I think you said it was two 

bucks a bag. 

  But, you’re telling me that in your operating systems, you get 

more than 90% returned? 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  We were at -- for the last two years, we ran at 

an 89.5% return rate, on time, within 30 days. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  And-- 

  SENATOR DURR:  And, how wide are you spread right--  How 

far out are you right now? 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  Sorry, can you say that again? 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes, what do you mean, how far? 

  SENATOR DURR:  How widespread are you in the state? 

  MR. LUNDAHL:  We started in May, we’re in six locations here 

in New Jersey.  We’re adding another four in about two weeks.  We also 

operate in the Toronto area. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So, you’re going to have 10 locations.  And, 

what are the kinds of locations you’re in?  Give us examples. 
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  MR. LUNDAHL:  Target, Walmart, CVS, and we’ll be rolling 

out with a grocer here in New Jersey in a couple weeks as well. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  By the way, I’m not saying this is the 

world’s greatest system.  I’m just saying this is the kind of innovation that 

the market and the industry is going to develop.  And, the one criticism that 

stings -- and it’s true -- is why are we doing this after five months?  Maybe 

we should wait two years before we do it. 

  The only thing is, we have this high acceptance by New Jersey 

citizens now.  Giving them a couple alternatives is not the worst thing to do, 

and we’re not backsliding; you’re talking about 2% of New Jersey citizens 

that do it this way.  And, even if they go to the paper option, it’s recyclable.  

It’s -- I mean, for 2%, you heard those numbers at the start of this hearing. 

  So, Chad, thank you for coming in.  I know you had to do a little 

trek. 

  That’s our last witness.  So, couple of decisions.  First of all, on 

the five-year exemption versus three-year, do we feel OK with the three years? 

  SENATOR DURR:  I don’t see any exemption. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  What’s that? 

  SENATOR DURR:  I kind of agree with the speaker before,  

with--  First off, I don’t believe cardboard should even be in the bill.  I think 

it never was part of the ban, so, I don’t think it should be in the bill at all.  I 

think cardboard should be out, because it has nothing to do with it, it’s-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Remember it’s got to be accepted by both 

the delivery vendor and the customer.  Just trying to provide alternatives.  I 

always think a little choice for the citizens-- 
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  SENATOR DURR:  I mean, I’m going to vote yes on the bill, but 

I just think that cardboard shouldn’t be in it-- 

  SENATOR SMITH:  You’re just telling me philosophically 

where you are. 

  SENATOR DURR: --and I think the paper bags are 100% 

recyclable, so. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  You don’t have a problem? 

  SENATOR DURR:  No. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  So, let me check the three months 

extension for the community food banks.  Nobody has a problem with that, 

right? 

  Also, making it explicit that one of the alternatives with the 

reusable bags is a donation to a food bank.  That’s clearly a good alternative.   

  What else?  And, then we said three years is the exemption -- 

cutting it down to three. 

  SENATOR DURR:  And removing cardboard, too. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  What’s that? 

  SENATOR DURR:  Remove the cardboard. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  It’s three -- for both paper bags and for 

cardboard. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Just be removed out of the bill.  The 

cardboard had nothing to do with the original thing that I had nothing to do 

with. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  I don’t want to take choices away from 

New Jersey citizens, so that one’s not going to work. 

  So, that being said, I move the bill.  Governor Codey seconds. 
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  You’ll have to tell him about all of the good work you did today.  

(laughter) 

  Actually, Senator Zwicker seconds, just to be fair. 

  Let’s take a roll call vote, and if anybody has any misgivings or 

whatever, this is the time to bring them up.  

  MR. HANSEN:  On the motion to release Senate Bill Number 

3114. 

  Senator Stanfield. 

  SENATOR STANFIELD:  I appreciate that this is a work in 

progress, and I vote yes. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Thank you. 

  SENATOR DURR:  Again, I strongly urge that the cardboard be 

removed from the bill altogether, and I will vote yes. 

  MR. HANSEN:  Governor Codey left a no vote. 

  Senator Zwicker left a yes vote. 

  Chairman Smith. 

  SENATOR SMITH:  Yes. 

  You’ll probably see in a year or two, we’ll do this again. 

  Everybody have a great day. 

 

(MEETING CONCLUDED) 

 






























































































































































